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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the second and expanded edition of the Lone Star Iris Gardens annu
al catalog. 

We cannot speak about the coming year, however, without first thanking the 
many kind patrons who sent us orders in 1991, our first year of operation. The unex
pectedly heavy response to our first catalog led us to expand our 1992 offerings and 
upgrade the services we offer to our patrons. 

As the catalog listings demonstrate, Lone Star Iris Gardens is now one of the 
most comprehensive sources in the nation for Louisiana irises, both hybrids and 
species variants. We continue to offer many charming but hard-to-find older cultivars 
(such as the dainty pink LOCKETT'S LUCK and the distinctively beautiful 
KATHERINE L. CORNA Y) along with a wide range of modem cultivars, including 
several 1991 introductions . 

Among these listings you'll find many of the new and acclaimed introductions 
from Australia, along with the introductions of almost all American hybridizers. All 
currently-introduced tetraploids from Joe Mertzweiller are listed, along with almost 
all other available tetraploid cultivars. In all, you11 find 31 winners of the prestigious 
Mary Swords DeBaillon Award/Medal listed in these pages. 

In addition, we offer all five of the Louisiana species irises (along with most 
known variants) and some species variants from the Laevigatae family of irises. 

After trumpeting the range of cultivars available in 1992, we regretfully must also 
announce that, with our hybridizing efforts continuing apace, space is becoming 
extremely limited in our garden. We want to notify our patrons that 1992 may be the 
last year we are able to offer some cultivars, especially many of the older but still 
classic varieties. 

We also wish to call special attention to the revisions in our order acceptance and 
shipping policies. Please read carefully the section marked ''Terms and Conditions of 
Sales" on page 29. We accept no orders postmarked after August 15, 1992. 

As always, we offer and ship only full-sized rhizomes. Although rhizome size 
varies greatly from cultivar to cultivar, we believe you'll be well-pleased with the size 
and quality of rhizomes you purchase from Lone Star Iris Gardens. 

We are always available for advice about cultural problems and hope you'll feel 
free to contact us if we can be of assistance. We also extend a cordial invitation for 
you to visit us at Lone Star Iris Gardens. We don't keep regular business hours at our 
small residential location, so we ask that you call or write in advance so that we may 
schedule your visit. At our latitude, peak bloom normally occurs from mid-April 
through the first week of May. Some irises will begin blooming as early as the begin
ning of April, and scattered bloom will continue until the end of May. 

J. Farron Campbell 
Dennis Vercher 
Proprietors 
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Louisiana Iris Culture 

Louisiana Irises - species and cultivars of the Hexagonae Series - are perfectly suited 
for bog culture, but readily adapt to most garden situations. More than 50 y~s ago, efforts 
began to bring these lowland natives to their rightful place among garden perenmals. Much has 
been learned along the way. The following tips should bring you success. 

LOCATION: A full-sun location is ideal unless you live in an area where summers tend 
to be long, hot and dry. In this case, some afternoon shade may be beneficial. Areas of decidu
ous shade are somewhat acceptable, but avoid areas of heavy shade. The irises will grow, but 
bloom will be reduced greatly. 

SOIL: Ideally, the soil should be on the acidic side - although Louisianas will tolerate a 
slightly alkaline soil as long as they are kept evenly moist at all times. h is doubtful that there 
can be too much organic matter in the soil, although (as with other rhizomatous plants) c~se 
material must be avoided. The most desirable sources are finished compost, brown Canadian 
peat moss, and shredded leaves. Grass clippings can be used, but green clippings will rapidly 
deplete nitrogen from the soil. (Adding nitrogen at the time green ma~er is inco:rporat~d helps 
offset the problem.) Avoid fresh manures, fresh sawdust or wood chips, and do~e~c black 
peat moss from the Northern U.S. While organic matter works wonders on the_ s~il, 1t lowers 
the pH very little. Chemical alternatives such as sulphur-based compounds or acidifiers such as 
aluminum nitrate are a better method for lowering pH, but these materials must be added on a 
regular schedule. Tight or heavy clay soils do not present a problem. In fact, they may have one 
distinct advantage in that they hold water very well. Adding copious amounts of organic mate
rial to sandy soils will increase water retention. 

WATER: Ideally, beds for Louisianas should never be allowed to go dry, but they need 
not be kept soggy. The soil should be kept as evenly moist as is possible. (Mulching is the most 
efficient aid in achieving this goal, and is discussed separately in the next paragraph.) Irises 
experience their prime growth in the fall and spring. Hence, dry spells are .more serious d~g 
these seasons. Louisianas also show more winter damage when they expenence dry conditions 
during very cold weather. Summer is the natural dormant period for species varieties, ~ut 
growth is optimal only when the rhizomes are prevented from dorman~ by adequate wat~g 
in hot weather. When watering is required, at least one inch of water is recommended, smce 
root systems tend to be extensive. (The only exception to the rule ofk~g beds_evenly-~oist 
is when new plants are being put in. For roughly one month after planting, or until appreciable 
new growth has begun, we try to keep the beds pretty wet.) 

MULCH: In our opinion, mulching is an absolute, especially in hotter, dryer parts of the 
country where frequent irrigation would normally be req~d. The easiest way to k~ s~ 
evenly moist all the way up to the surface is to mulch. Mulching also regulates fluctuations ~ 
soil temperatures and greatly enhances water conservation. Mulching also protects the rhi
zomes, which tend to grow at ground level, from sunscald. And with properly-mulched ~ds 
you will have very few weeds to pull, and within a year can break the weed-seed cycle. Pine 
needles, or pine straw, is a top-notch mulch. h will not blow away or mat down, 1~ fo~ sever
al years, and is attractive as well as aromatic in the landscape. Other mulch matenals 111Clude 
hay, thrashed wheat and rice stalks, shredded leaves, shredded pine or cypress bark (dot 
nuggets), and thoroughly-dried grass clippings. In very cold areas a thick mulch applied prior to 
snow cover offers good winter protection. 

PLANTING: Planting and transplanting is best accomplished in the fall, at least three to 
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ion. 

!anting is best accomplished in the fall, at least three to 

four weeks prior to the average first free:ze date for your area. You '11 receive your rhizomes in 
packages designed to ensure that they remain moist during shipment. Unpack them right away, 
and never allow them to dry out! Newly-received rhizomes should be soaked at least overnight, 
or until planting. They can be held in water for some time without damage. A spacing of at least 
two feet is recommended between varieties. Louisiana irises are typically generous increasers 
and will rapidly grow into a neighbor's space. Rhizomes should be planted not deeper than one 
inch. Mature rhizome si:ze varies greatly from one iris to another. Length can range from three 
or four inches to 12 inches, or even longer! Give them plenty of room to grow. When planting 
in water settings, be sure to firmly pin the rhizome to the ground. Clwnps should be divided 
every two or three years. 

FERTILIZATION: A regular fertilization schedule should be maintained in both spring 
and fall. Louisiana irises are very heavy feeders and benefit from heavier and more frequent 
applications of fertilizers. Applying concentrated water-soluble products with a hose-end 
sprayer is a quick and easy way to accomplish the task. Digging in solid fertilizer around plants 
is a laborious job and can damage roots and rhizomes. Spring applications should commence 
two to three weeks before the last expected frost date. Use balanced fertilizers in spring, with 
sufficient nitrogen in the fertilizer mix. Once bloom stalks emerge, fertilization should cease. 
(Louisianas normally start blooming about two weeks after Tall Bearded irises.) Acidic fertiliz
ers are available and are generally maliced as Azalea & Camellia fertilizers. Fall fertilization 
(lower nitrogen, higher phosphate) should be based on the average first freeze date for your 
area. As with planting, [ertilization should cease three to four weeks prior to this date. New 
plantings can be lightly fertilized once before winter sets in (preferably a low-nitrogen, high
phosphate, high-potash material), but only after appreciable new growth has begun. 

DISEASES and PFSfS: Louisianas are very resistant to most diseases. Rust, a fungus 
disease, is not a problem in areas of low summer humidity. Rust can be controlled with fungi
cides. Leaf Spot has been found in California, but has not been reported elsewhere. Leaf Miners 
are most likely to be a problem in shady gardens and are best controlled with a systemic insecti
cide. The biggest problems for us are slugs (controlled with baits) and grasshoppers (controlled 
with Sevin). Reports of iris borers have been confined to Northern States. 

SUN FURY SWAMP FLAME 
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CATALOG KEY 

Each entry contains as many of the following items as possible, in this order. 

Iris Name - Full capitals are used if the iris is registered with the American Iris Society (AIS) 
or is otherwise accepted by AIS as valid. Capitals and lower-case letters are used for all other 
names. Iris names accompanied by an asterisk (*) indicate that the iris is a tetraploid. 

Registrant, Originator or Introducer, and Year of Introduction is combined in parenthesis. 
All dates given are for the year of formal introduction. The registration year is given if the 
introduction year is not known and a capital "R" is placed before the year. 

Height is stated in inches. Stalk heights will vary depending on culture and climatic conditions. 

Bloom Season: E = early. M = midseason. L = late. 

Description of the flower and plant habits. 

A wards -The highest award earned by the iris is given, and other awards are occasionally list
ed as well. The following abbreviations are used: 

EC (Exhibition certificate) 

HC (High Commendation) 

HM (Honorable Mention) 

AM (Award of Merit) 

MSD (Mary Swords DeBaillon award): Awarded by the Society for Louisiana 
Irises annually between the years 1948-1984; after that time, the American Iris 
Society began conferring the Mary Swords DeBaillon Medal. 

MSDM (Mary Sword Debaillon Medal): The highest award an American-bred 
Louisiana iris can receive, short of the Dykes Medal. The MSDM was first con
ferred in 1986, and yearly thereafter. 

Dykes Medal: The highest award .an iris can receive. A Louisiana iris has never 
won the American Dykes, but a number have won the Australasian Dykes. 

Parentage - The "pod" parent is listed first, followed by the "pollen" parent. The term 
chimera means that the iris possess both tetraploid and diploid cells. Chimeras are mutants pro
duced by chemical treatments; they are used in the hybridizing of tetraploid cultivars. 
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HEXAGONAE Serie 

Iris hexagona (Walter, 1788) 18 "-24" L. Deep bl1 
exceptional substance. Standards held erect. Broad, 
slightly zig-zag, carrying four bud positions, of whi< 
ered. Mature rhizomes eight to 12 inches or longer. 
and Florida, where it tends to bloom in June and July 

Iris fulva (Ker-Gawler, 1812) 24" -36" E. Brick red, 1 

branched. Overall form is pendent, but can be some 
two-flowered. Signals virtually absent. Found extenJ 
range into Aikansas, Missouri and Ohio. Rhizomes 
form large, free-flowering clumps. Some fall bloom J 

Iris fulva, dwarf - 12" E. Terracotta .................... . 

Iris fulva, yellow -Albino form ............................ . 

Iris brevicaulis (Rafinesque, 1817) (Syn./. foliosa] 
1/2" flowers home down in the foliage on zig-zag st 
displayed on a cream-white ground. Bud positions 1 

. I 
common. Most cold-hardy of the species, ranging i 
souri, Ohio and Indiana. Tends to inhabit upland re~ 
growing season. Mature rhizomes are three to five · 

Iris brevicaulis alba - 10"-14" L . Pure white ....... . 

Iris brevicaulis, dwarf - 6"-8" L. Once con 
flexicaulis). Blue-violet, 1 1/2"-21/2" flowers. Small 

Iris brevicaulis, lavender- 12"-15" L. Smoky la 

Iris brevicaulis, pink- 12"-15" L Rose-pink ....... 

Iris giganticaerulea (Small, 1929) 32"-38" E. Latj 
used in hybridizing. Nice clear blue to blue-violet fl~ 
Bud positions vary from three to five, with only the 
very straight and rarely branch. Rhizomes are large, e 

Iris giganticaerulea alba - 32"-38" E. Pure white 

Iris nelsonii (Randolph, 1966) 32"-42" E-M. o~ 
"Abbeville irises." More intensely-colored red and l· 
tend to be two-flowered. Frequently branched. Rhiz 
hybrid endemic to the swamps near Abbeville, Louisi 

Iris nelsonii, yellow - 30" -38" E-M. Bright yellow 

LAEVIGATAE Seri 
Iris pseudacorus - 36"-48 E-M. Sulfur yellow witl 

vigorous, large rhizomes ............................................ . 

Iris virgi,nica-E-M 28"-36" Blue to blue-violet, 3" 
three or four positions with terminal bud double-fl 
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HEXAGONAE Series Species 

Iris hexagona (Walter, 1788) 18 "-24" L. Deep blue-violet, typically 4"-4 3/4" blossoms; 
exceptional substance. Standards held erect. Broad, elliptic flaring falls. Stalks straight to 
slightly zig-zag, carrying four bud positions, of which the terminal position is double-flow
ered. Mature rhizomes eight to 12 inches or longer. Reported in South Carolina, Georgia, 
and Florida, where it tends to bloom in June and July .................................... .................. $4.00 

Iris fulva (Ker-Gawler, 1812) 24"-36" E. Brick red, 4"-4 1/2" flowers on erect stalks, rarely 
branched. Ov~ form is pendent, but can be somewhat flaring. Terminal bud position is 
two-flowered. Signals virtually absent. Found extensively in Louisiana, but has an extended 
range into Arlcansas, Missouri and Ohio. Rhizomes of four to five inches spread rapidly to 
form large, free-flowering clwnps. Some fall bloom is normal ........................................ $4.00 

Iris fulva, dwarf - 12" E. Terracotta ............................................................................ $4.00 

Iris fulva, yellow -Albino form .................................................................................... $6.00 

Iris brevicaulis (Rafinesque, 1817) (Syn./. foliosa) 10"-14" L. Pale blue-violet, 3 1/2"-4 
1/2" flowers borne down in the foliage on zig-zag stalks. Signals variable in size and often 
displayed on a cream-white ground. Bud positions normally two-flowered with branching 
common. Most cold-hardy of the species, ranging from Louisiana, Texas, Arlcansas, Mis
souri, Ohio and Indiana. Tends to inhabit upland regions where moisture is abundant during 
growing season. Mature rhizomes are three to five inches ............................................... $4.00 

Iris brevicaulis alba- 10"-14" L. Pure white .............................................................. $6.00 

Iris brevicaulis, dwarf - 6"-8" L. Once considered to be a separate species (/. 
flexicaulis). Blue-violet, 1 1/2" -2 1/2" flowers. Small rhizomes ...................................... $7.SO 

Iris brevicaulis, lavender - 12" -15" L. Smoky lavender-pink. Limited supply .. ..... .. $6.00 

Iris brevicaulis, pink-12"-15" L Rose-pink ............................................................. $6.00 

Iris giganticaerulea (Small, 1929) 32"-38" E. Largest and showiest of the species, much 
used in hybridizing. Nice clear blue to blue-violet flowers. Yellow signals on white ground. 
Bud positions vary from three to five, with only the terminal position two-flowered. Stalks 
very straight and rarely branch. Rhizomes are large, eight to twelve inches or more ...... $4.00 

Iris giganticaerulea alba - 32"-38" E. Pure white. Large rhizomes .......................... $4.00 

Iris nelsonii (Randolph, 1966) 32"-42" E-M. Often referred to as "Super Fulvas" or 
"Abbeville irises." More intensely-colored red and larger in size than/. fulva. All positons 
tend to be two-flowered. Frequently branched. Rhiromes four to six inches. A rare. stable 
hybrid endemic to the swamps near Abbeville, Louisiana .............................. .................. $4.00 

Iris nelsonii, yellow- 30''-38" E-M. Bright yellow. Very limited supply .................... $1.50 

LAEVIGATAE Series Species 
Iris pseudacorus- 36"-48 E-M. Sulfur yellow with brown to black signal veining. Very 

vigorous, large rhizomes ................................................................................................... $4.00 

Iris virginica - E-M 28"-36" Blue to blue-violet, 3"-5" flowers. Thin graceful stalks carry 
three or four positions with terminal bud double-flowered. Vigorous six to ten-inch mi-
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zomes. Tolerates shade ...................................................................................................... $4.00 

Iris virginica alba - 24" -32" E-M. Smooth creamy white. Mediwn-sized flowers ...... $S.00 

Iris virginica, pink- 24"-32" E-M. Light ro-pink with striking black stalks. Very limit-
ed supply ............................................................................................................................ $7.SO 

GENERAL LISTINGS 

ACADIAN (Conger,'(,()) 24" M. Standards light rose splashed with violet-rose. Falls deeper 
rose-red splashed violet-rose. HM '60. CAROGINIA X ROSE OF ABBEVIlLE .......... $S.00 

ACADIAN MISS (Amy, '80) 30" E-M. Exceptional ruffled white with yellow-green sig
nals and green style arms. Very vigorous and dependable. See pg. 33, The Louisia'fltl Iris. 
MSDM '90. CLYDE REDMOND X CLARA GOULA .................................................. $S.00 

ACADIAN WHITE (Amy, '76) 30" M-L. White with orange-yellow signals. HM '77. 
GULF SURF X QUEEN O' QUEENS ............................................................................. $S.00 

ALABASTER MOON (Goula, '79) 30" E-M. Lovely tailored white with golden signals. 
Vigorous and dependable. CLARA GOULA X MRS. IRA NELSON ............................. $S.00 

ALL AGAZE (Taylor, J.C., '90) 46" E-M. Lovely ruffled pink bitone with overlapping 
form. Light pink standards with darlcer midrib. Salmon style arms edged yellow. Falls 
slightly da.Iker salmon pink with large orange-yellow signals. Many well-placed buds on 
well-branched stalks. BC (Aust.) '88. MIGHfY RICH X CLARA GOULA ............ ... $20.00 

ALMERIA (Wolford, '87) 34" M. For the fancier of bicolor irises. Tailored, open form. 
Warm beige standards with rose veining and midrib. Falls dusky rose accented by yellow 
signals. EC '8'. PEGGY MAC X BELLE LOU .............................................................. $5.00 

ANN CHOWNING (Chowning, '77) 36" E. This is perhaps the most famous and sought
after of all the reds. Currant-red with brilliant golden signals. Possesses all of the attributes 
of a great iris. See pg. 56, The Louisiana Iris. Walther Cup '79, MSD '80, MSDM '86. 
MISS ARKANSAS X W.B. MACMILLAN .................................................................... $S.00 

ART WORLD (Taylor, J.C., '89) 31" M-L. Waved and fluted clear mauve-pink with 
broad, rounded segments. Yellow signals. Well-branched and vigorous. AM (Aust.) '89. UP 
TOWN X HELEN NAISH .............................................................................................. $1S.OO 

ASHLEY MICHELE (Mertzweiller, '87) 31"-35" E-M. Lightly ruffled pure white (yel
low cast on opening), yellow-gr~en line signals. See pg. XN, The Louisiana Iris. 
KA1HERINE L. CORNAY X QUEEN O' QUEENS ................................................. $10.00 

AURORA BOREALIS (MacMillan, R45) 30"-36" M. Soft rose self with contrasting 
large golden signals ......................................................................................................... .. $S.00 

BAJAZZO (Dunn, '81) 38" E-M. Deep red-violet with velvety falls slightly da.Iker in cen-
ters. Open form with no signals. AM '88. BLUE SHIELD X BLACK WIDOW ............ $5.00 

BARATARIA BAY (Davis, '59) 46" E-M. Red-violet bitone with standards a shade 
lighter than falls. Color intensifies on falls near yellow line crests. Lavender-pink style arms. 
I . giganticaerulea X PEGGY MAC .................................................................................. $S.00 
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ACADIAN ANN CH 

BARBARA ELAINE TAYLOR (Taylor, J., • 
crests and signals. Vigorous. HM 'SS. I. giganticaeru 

BAROSSA (Taylor, J.C., '89) 35" M-L. Nicely ruff! 
descent sheen. Yellow-green signals normal on 
excellent, many-budded stalks. VALERA X HELEN 

BAYOU BLUE (Amy, '62) 36" M. Violet-blue wiili 
PUI'TYTAT X WIIEELHORSE .............................. . 

BAYOU HEARTTHROB (Faggard, '84) 34" II 
white band on all petals. Yellow-gold crests and gree1 

BAYOU ROSE (Rowlan, '88) 36" M. Lightly rufl 
da.Iker. Large yellow signals. Rose-lavender style 1 

YOU CAME ............................................................... . 

BAYOU ROUGE* (Durio, K., '80) 24"-36" M. 
Falls daik red-violet with bright yellow signals. Broe 
low. PROFESSOR CLAUDE• X PROFESSOR IKE 

BAYOU SHORT STUFF (Faggard, '88) 23" M 
and narrow, daik blue style arms ................................ . 

BAYOU SUNSET (MacMillan, '49) 30"-36" M-U. 
nals which radiate more than half the length of the f 

BAYOU WATERS (Rowlan, '81) 35" M. Grayed 
crests bordered full violet. Increases rapidly to foD 
LAKE MAUMELLE X DIXIE DEB ........................ . 

BELLEVUE COQUETTE (Bertinot, '84) 35" 
ivory signals. Flowers are 5 1/2"-6", flat to slightly f 
Limited supply. IlA NUNN X CLARA GOULA ...... . 

BELLEVUE'S NATIVE CHARMER (Bertin 



.......................................................................... .......... $4.00 

. Smooth creamy white. Mediwn-sized flowers ...... $5.00 

1 M. Light rose-pink with striking black stalks. Very limit-
.................................................................................... $7.SO 

ERAL LISTINGS 

itandards light rose splashed with violet-rose. Falls deeper 
'60. CAROGINIA X ROSE OF ABBEVIlLE .......... $5.00 

~,. E-M. Exceptional ruffled white with yellow-green sig
·gorous and dependable. See pg. 33, The Louisiana Iris. 
X CLARA GOULA .................................................. $5.00 

D 30" M-L. White with orange-yellow signals. HM '77. 
s ............................................................................. $5.oo 

'79) 30" E-M. Lovely tailored white with golden signals. 
GOULA X MRS. IRA NELSON ............................. $5.00 

46" E-M. Lovely ruffled pink bitone with overlapping 
darker midrib. Salmon style arms edged yellow. Falls 
large orange-yellow signals. Many well-placed buds on 
88. MIGHI'Y RICH X CLARA GOULA ............... $20.00 

. For the fancier of bicolor irises. Tailored, open form. 
veining and midrib. Falls dusky rose accented by yellow 

ELLE LOU .............................................................. $5.00 

•n) 36" E. This is perhaps the most famous and sought
.th brilliant golden signals. Possesses all of the attributes 

~uisiana Iris. Walther Cup '79, MSD '80, MSDM '86. 
MU..Lll~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.00 

) 31" M-L. Waved and fluted clear mauve-pink with 
·gnals. Well-branched and vigorous. AM (Aust.) '89. UP 
................................................................................. $15.00 

· er, '87) 31"-35" E-M. Lightly ruffled pure white (yel
reen line signals. See pg. XIV, The Louisiana Iris. 

UEEN O' QUEENS ................................................. $10.00 

· an, R45) 30"-36" M. Soft rose self with contrasting 
................................................................................... $500 

Deep red-violet with velvety falls slightly darlcer in cen-
M '88. BLUE SHIELD X BLACK WIDOW ............ $5.00 

9) 46" E-M. Red-violet bitone with standards a shade r falls near yellow line crests. Lavender-pink style arms. 

-··················································································$5.00 

ACADIAN ANN CHOWNING 

BARBARA ELAINE TAYLOR (Taylor, J., '54) 45" E. Amber-white with yellow 
crests and signals. Vigorous. HM '55. I. giganticaeru/ea alba (collected) ...................... $5.00 

BAROSSA (Taylor, J.C., '89) 35" M-L. Nicely ruffled, unusual, glossy pwple with an iri
descent sheen. Yellow-green signals normal on standards and falls. Vigorous growth and 
excellent, many-budded stalks.VALERA X HELEN NAISH ....................................... $20.00 

BAYOU BLUE (Amy, '62) 36" M. Violet-blue with white spray pattern on falls. Vigorous. 
PUTTYTAT X WHEELHORSE ...................................................................................... $5.00 

BAYOU HEARTTHROB (Faggard, '84) 34" L. White with violet overlay and 1/4" 
white band on all petals. Yellow-gold crests and green-yellow style arms ...................... $5.00 

BAYOU ROSE (Rowlan, '88) 36" M. Lightly ruffled, light rose-lavender. Falls a shade 
darlcer. Large yellow signals. Rose-lavender style arms. BILL LEVINGSTON X GLAD 
YOU CAME ...................................................................................................................... $7.SO 

BAYOU ROUGE• (Durio, K., '80) 24"-36" M. Large, slightly flaring red to red-violet. 
Falls darlc red-violet with bright yellow signals. Broad, darlc violet style arms bordered yel-
low. PROFESSOR CLAUDE• X PROFESSOR IKE• .................................................. $10.00 

BAYOU SHORT STUFF (Faggard, '88) 23" M. Daik blue with golden-yellow crests 
and narrow, darlc blue style arms ....................................................................................... $8.00 

BAYOU SUNSET (MacMillan, '49) 30"-36" M-L. Soft rose with distinctive golden sig-
nals which radiate more than half the length of the falls. MSD '49 ................................. $5.00 

BAYOU WATERS (Rowlan, '81) 35" M. Grayed violet-blue with yellow line signals and 
crests bordered full violet. Increases rapidly to form a nice floriferous clwnp. HM '84. 
LAKE MAUMELLE X DIXIE DEB ................................................................................ $5.00 

BELLEVUE COQUETTE (Bertinot, '84) 35" M. Heavily ruffled wisteria blue with 
ivory signals. Flowers are 5 lf},"-6", flat to slightly flaring in form. An excellent show iris. 
Limited supply. ILA NUNN X CLARA GOULA ........................................................... $10.00 

BELLEVUE'S NATIVE CHARMER (Bertinot '84) 35" E. Ruffled amethyst. Gold-
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BITOF BLUE 

tipped signals on ivory growid. Five bud positions with 6 1/2" flowers that open in multi
ples. Blooms flat to flaring in form. Very limited supply. EC '81, Cornay Award '81. 
OLIVIER MONETTE X ANN CIIOWNING ................................................................ $10.00 

BILL LEVINGSTON (Granger, '70) 42" M. Large-flowered lavender-pink bitone. Stan
dards and falls rimmed darlc pink. Small green-yellow signals edged pwple. Much over-
looked. HC '67. BRAMBLE QUEEN X KING OF CLUBS ........................................... $5.00 

BIT OF BLUE (Amy, 75) 36" M-L. Wisteria blue. Yellow crests rimmed blue-pwple. Tai
lored, open-form. Quite vigorous. HM '76. CLYDE REDMOND X BAYOU CANDE-
LABRA ............................................................................................................................. $5.00 

BLACK GAMECOCK (Chowning, '80) 24" L. Velvety black-violet with violet wider-
tone. Bright golden crests. Vigorous and dependable. MSDM '89 .................................. $5.00 

BLACK WIDOW (MacMillan, '53) 50" L. Black to violet-pwple. Open form with red
violet infusion at hafts. Red-violet crests. Simple but popular. limited supply. See pg. 12, 
The Louisiana Iris ............................................................................................................. $7.50 

BLANCHETTE (Goula, '84) 30" E-M. Smooth cream-white with cream style arms. Soft 
yellow signals. Vigorous. See pg. 168, The Louisiana Iris. QUEEN O' QUEENS X (ILA 
NUNN X MRS. MAC) ...................................................................................................... $6.00 

BLUE DUKE (Amy, '63) 36" M. Moorish blue. Distinctive golden signals. Slightly zig-zag 
stalks with four or five bud positions, frequently branched. Very vigorous. Large rhizomes. 
HM '65. PUTTYTAT X HER IDGHNESS ..................................................................... $5.00 

BLUE SHIELD (Davis, '71) 35" M. Dark, navy blue. Yellow-orange signals. NEW 
OFFERING X Unknown ................................................................................................... $5.00 

BLUE WATER (Durio, K., '78) 36" E. Large, flaring blue with falls veined darker. Green 
style arms infused with violet. Yellow line crests on white spray-pattern. Vigorous. Large 
flowers displayed nicely on stout stalks .................................................. .......................... $5.00 

BOB WARD (Morgan, '83) 36" M. Lovely light-colored lavender-pink at opening; stan
dards soon fade to near-white. Yellow-green signals. Style arms are soft green rimmed light 
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BOB WARD BRUSHE 

pink, to white at the tips and edges. Vigorous. Large f 
MRS. MAC X SIDNEY CONGER ............................. . 

BOLD PRETENDER (Morgan, '84) 36" M. Ligh1 
low signals. Multi-budded stalks, blue-green foliage. 
Iris. HM '87. F.A.C. MCCULLA X MISS ARKANS. 

BOWIE* (Durio, K., '81) 30"-36" M. Light violet wi1 
Yellow signals, flaring form. PROFESSOR CLAUDE 

BOZO* (Durio, K., '81) 30"-36" M-L. Full red-violet, 
Red-violet style arms edged yellow. PROFESSOR CL 

BRAMBLE QUEEN (Granger, '68) 30" M. Pale J>1. 
overlaid tan, heavily veined vibrant purple. Gree1 
GOOSE XI. nelsonii red) X EASTER SURPRISE ..... . 

BRUSHED GOLD (Morgan, '83) 34" M. Brillian 
CO MUS X TARNISHED BRASS ............................... . 

BRYCE LEIGH (Chowning, '77) 30" M. Pale Iave1 
MSD '81. Seedling X LOUISE ARNY ....................... . 

BUBBLE GUM BALLERINA (Haymon, '90) 3 
pink bitone. Standards lavender-pink veined darker. F 
nals on white spray-pattern. limited supply. (FAENEI 
(AISI'ON X CHARJOY'S MIKE) ............................. . 

BUFF DANCER (Chowning, Rowlan, '86) 31" M. 
dered brown, cinnamon crests and style arms. Nice l 
G.W. HOLLEYMAN X UTILE MISS LEIGHLEY .. 

BULLDOG BLUE (Faggard, '84) 38" E. Ruffled di 
nals and creamy yellow style arms tipped in blue. 
increase. ILA NUNN X PROFESSOR CLAUDE* ..... . 

BUTTERMINT LACE (Goula, '79) 32" E-M. He: 



BITOF BLUE 

ive bud positions with 6 1/2" flowers that open in multi-
1rm. Very limited supply. EC '81, Comay A ward '81. 
!OWNING ................................................................ $10.00 

:, '70) 42" M. Larg~fl.owered lavender-pink bitone. Stan
~ Small green-yellow signals edged pwple. Much over-
EN X KING OF CLUBS ........................................... $5.00 

.-L. Wisteria blue. Yellow crests rimmed blue-purple. Tai-
1. HM '76. CLYDE REDMOND X BAYOU CANDE-
.................................................................................... $5.00 

ning, '80) 24" L. Velvety black-violet with violet under-
as and dependable. MSDM '89 .................................. $5.00 

'53) 50" L. Black to violet-pwple. Open form with red
t crests. Simple but popular. Limited supply. See pg. 12, 
.................................................................................... $7.50 

·• E-M. Smooth cream-white with cream style arms. Soft 
168, The Louisiana Iris. QUEEN O' QUEENS X (ILA 

.................................................................................... $6.00 

Moorish blue. Distinctive golden signals. Slightly zig-zag 
ms, frequently branched. Very vigorous. Large rhizomes. 
,HNESS ..................................................................... $5.00 

>" M. Dark, navy blue. Yellow-orange signals. NEW 
.................................................................................... $5.00 

16" E. Large, flaring blue with falls veined darker. Green 
llow line crests on white spray-pattern. Vigorous. Large 
:alks ............................................................................ $5 00 

~ Lovely light-colored lavender-pink at opening; stan
low-green signals. Style arms are soft green rimmed light 

BOB WARD BRUSHED GOLD 

pink, to white at the tips and edges. Vigorous. Large flowers have good substance. HM '88. 
MRS. MAC X SIDNEY CONGER .................................................................................. $7.50 

BOLD PRETENDER (Morgan, '84) 36" M. Lightly ruffled red bitone with showy yel
low signals. Multi-budded stalks, blue-green foliage. Vigorous. See pg. 33, The Louisiana 
Iris. HM '87. F.A.C. MCCULLA X MISS ARKANSAS ............................................... $7.50 

BOWIE* (Durio, K., '81) 30"-36" M. Light violet with standards a shade lighter than falls. 
Yellow signals, flaring form. PROFESSOR CLAUDE* X PROFESSOR IKE* ........... $12.50 

BOZO* (Durio, K., '81) 30"-36" M-L. Full red-violet, slightly ruffled, with yellow signals . 
Red-violet style arms edged yellow. PROFESSOR CLAUDE* X PROFESSOR IKE* .. $6.00 

BRAMBLE QUEEN (Granger, '68) 30" M. Pale purple standards with lighter halo. Falls 
overlaid tan, heavily veined vibrant purple. Green-yellow signals. HM '71. (SNOW 
GOOSE XI. nelsonii red) X EASTER SURPRISE .......................................................... $5.00 

BRUSHED GOLD (Morgan, '83) 34" M. Brilliant golden-yellow. Vigorous. BAYOU 
COMUS X TARNISHED BRASS .................................................................................... $5.00 

BRYCE LEIGH (Chowning, '77) 30" M. Pale lavender. Golden crests bordered maroon. 
MSD '81. Seedling X LOUISE ARNY ............................................................................ $5.00 

BUBBLE GUM BALLERINA (Haymon, '90) 37" M. Ruffled, fluted, clear lavender
pink bitone. Standards lavender-pink veined darker. Falls daJ:t;er lavender-pink. Yellow sig
nals on white spray-pattern. Limited supply. (FAENELIA IDCKS X MARIE CAILLE'I) X 
(ALSTON X CHARJOY'S MIKE) ................................................................................ $17.50 

BUFF DANCER (Chowning, Rowlan, '86) 31" M. Golden buff with orange signals bor
dered brown, cinnamon crests and style arms. Nice blue-green foliage and rapid increase. 
G.W. HOLLEYMAN X LI1iLE MISS LEIGHLEY ...................................................... $7.50 

BULLDOG BLUE (Faggard, '84) 38" E. Ruffled dark blue-pwple with large golden sig
nals and creamy yellow style arms tipped in blue. Five bud placements and generous 
increase. ILA NUNN X PROFESSOR CLAUDE* .......................................................... $5.00 

BUTTERMINT LACE (Goula, '79) 32" E-M. Heavily ruffled pale creamy yellow with 
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CAJUN COOKERY CAROLYN LAPOINT 

prominent gold crests. BM '81. CHARLIE'S MICHELE X CHARLIE'S ANGEL ....... $7.50 

CAJUN COOKERY (Hager, '90) 27" M. Deep, uniform red. Yellow crests. Standards 
semi-erect. Falls slightly recurved. Four-five double-budded placements. Vigorous ..... $17.50 

CAPTAIN BILL (Conger,'(,()) 36" M. An oldie but goodie. Red bitone. Deep mauve rose, 
broad, semi-pendant falls. Standards lighter Corinthian red with dark red midrib. Bright 
golden crests. CAROGINIA X ROSE OF ABBEVILLE ................................................. $5.00 

CAROLYN LAPOINT (Amy, '73) 36" M. Rose pink. Falls infused creamy pink with 
rose veining radiating from hafts. Bright golden-yellow signals, soft yellow style arms. 
Wonderful stalks with five double-budded positions. Excellent increase and clumping 
habits. BM '76. KATHERINE L. CORNAY X self ........................................................ $5.00 

Catauoula Blue (Chowning, Conger, '81) Not registered with AIS. Sometimes called Lake 
Catahoula hexagona. 30" L Daik blue self of open form. I. hexagona ..................... ....... $5.00 

CATHEDRAL BLUE (Donnon, c., R44) 32"-36". M-L. Daik blue-purple, open form. 
Semi-erect standards. Recurved falls with large, bright yellow signals. Collected .......... $5.00 

C'EST SI BON (Taylor, J.C., '85) 35" E. Spectacular blue-violet with thin white edging on 
standards and falls. Golden signals on white spray pattern which extends well into falls. 
Vigorous growth and show branching on a truly distinctive iris. FREDDIE BOY X ROYAL 
LADY ................................................................................................................................ $7.50 

CHARJOY'S JEWEL (Amy, '77) 30" M. Slightly fluted maize yellow. Yellow line sig-
nals. BAYOU COMUS X KING'S GOLD ....................................................................... $5.00 

CHARLIE'S ANGEL (Amy, '79) 36" M. Creamy white with light yellow style arms and 
bright yellow signals. BM '81. QUEEN O' QUEENS X unknown ................................. $5.00 

CHARLIE'S EVANGELINE (Amy, '76) 30" M-L. A nice clear Wedgewood blue, flat 
form. Large bright yellow signals. BM '79. GULF SURF X CLYDE REDMOND ....... $5.00 

CHARLIE'S FELICIA (Amy, '71) 36" M. Phlox purple with large yellow signals. 
Creamy white style arms. BM '73. DORA DEY X KA'IHERINE L. CORNAY ........... $5.00 
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CLARAGOULA CREOLE 

CHARLIE'S MARIE (Amy, '73) 42" M. Light 
Yellow signals. BM '75. ILA NUNN X Unknown ..... 

CHARLIE'S MICHELE (Amy, '69) 30" M-L. R 
signals. Much used in hybridizing. Very limited supp~ 
MACMILLAN ............................................................ . 

CHARLIE'S TRESS (Amy, '77) 40" M. Lavende 
ple, lavender reverse. Large soft yellow signals witli 
The Louisiana Iris. HM '78. CHARLIE'S MICHELE 

CHATEAU MICHELLE (Dunn, '86) 24" M Rt 
nals. Red style arms. See pg. 17, The Louisiana Iris. 
CREOLE FLAME ...................................................... .. 

CHERRY BOUNCE (Nelson, '46) 34" M. Wild 
daiker. Standards lighter, veined daik red with red mi 
falls. Increases and grows slowly. Extremely hard to 
CONTRAST X Breeder's Red ................................... . 

CHERRY CUP (Morgan, '89) 26"-28" M. Full red. 
nals. Tailored, open, recurved form. Limited supply. I 
SIMS ............................................................................. , 

CHOSEN LOVE (MacMillan, '77) 36" E-M. Ruffle 
Violet-green style arms. Chartreuse crests on white gTI 

CHUCK (Amy '58) 32" M. Daik red, open form with 
TER BRICKEL X Signal ............................................. . 

CLARA GOULA (Amy, '78) 42" E-M. Without 
Louisiana iris. Ruffled white-to-very light cream wit 
dards tend to be pure white and falls creamy white. l 
popular irises for hybridizing and a show bench favot 
Iris. Limited supply. MSD '82, MSDM '87. CHA 



:HARLIE'S MICHELE X CHARLIB' S ANGEL ....... $7.50 

i'90) 27" M. Deep, uniform red. Yellow crests. Standards 
L Four-five double-budded placements. Vigorous ..... $17.50 

~6" M. An oldie but goodie. Red bitone. Deep mauve rose, 
lards lighter Corinthian red with daik: red midrib. Bright 
DSE OF ABBEVILLE ................................................. $5.00 

I• '73) 36" M. Rose pink. Falls infused creamy pink with 
ts. Bright golden-yellow signals, soft yellow style arms. I ~=tr.:~::.~:'~~:'..'.'.'.::_~_ :-._:1_'."."J: 
nger, '81) Not registered with AIS. Sometimes called Lake 
blue self of open form. I. hexagona ............... ............. $5.00 

rn, C., R44) 32"-36". M-L. Dad:: blue-purple, open form. 
ills with large, bright yellow signals. Collected .......... $5.00 

~) 35" E. Spectacular blue-violet with thin white edging on 
~ on white spray pattern which extends well into falls. 
hing on a truly distinctive iris. FREDDIB BOY X ROY AL 
...................................................................................... $7.SO 

'77) 30" M. Slightly fluted maize yellow. Yellow line sig-
S GOLD ....................................................................... $5.00 

(79) 36" M. Creamy white with light yellow style arms and f8EN O' QUEENS X unknown ................................. $5.00 

& (Amy, '76) 30" M-L. A nice clear Wedgewood blue, flat 
[ HM '79. GULF SURF X CLYDE REDMOND ....... $5.00 

[y, '71) 36" M. Phlox pu:rple with large yellow signals. 
1

• DORA DEY X KATIIERINE L. CORNAY ........... $5.00 

CLARAGOULA CREOLE CAN-CAN 

CHARLIE'S MARIE (Arny, '73) 42" M. Light yellow bitone. Standards near-white. 
Yellow signals. HM '75. ILA NUNN X Unknown .......................................................... $5.00 

CHARLIE'S MICHELE (Arny, '69) 30" M-L. Ruffled amaranth rose with large yellow 
signals. Much used in hybridizing. Very limited supply. MSD '75. WHEELHORSE X W. B. 
MACMILLAN ................................................................................................................ $10.00 

CHARLIE'S TRESS (Arny, '77) 40" M. Lavender bitone with falls heavily veined pur
ple, lavender reverse. Large soft yellow signals with golden crests. Vigorous. See pg. 65, 
The Louisiana Iris. HM '78. CHARLIB'S MICHELE X KING CALCASIBU .............. $5.00 

CHATEAU MICHELLE (Dunn, '86) 24" M. Ruffled brick red with large yellow sig
nals. Red style arms. See pg. 17, The Louisiana Iris. HM '88. CHARLIB'S MICHELE X 
CREOLE FLAME ............................................................................................................ $7. SO 

CHERRY BOUNCE (Nelson, '46) 34" M. Wild cherry red with falls heavily veined 
dad::er. Standards lighter, veined dad:: red with red midrib. Recurved open flowers, rounded 
falls. Increases and grows slowly. Extremely hard to locate. Very limited supply. MSD '51. 
CONI'RAST X Breeder's Red ....................................................................................... $20.00 

CHERRY CUP (Morgan, '89) 26"-28" M. Full red. Thin yellow rim on falls. Yellow sig
nals. Tailored, open, recurved form. Limited supply. F.A.C. MC CULLA X LITILE MISS 
SIMS .......................................................................... ...................................................... $12.SO 

CHOSEN LOVE (MacMillan, '77) 36" E-M. Ruffled, light red-violet with deeper veining. 
Violet-green style arms. Chartreuse crests on white ground. HM '79 .............................. $5.00 

CHUCK (Arny '58) 32" M. Dad:: red, open form with golden-yellow crests. BM '58. BUT-
TER BRICKEL X Signal ....................................................... , .......................................... $5.00 

CLARA GOULA (Arny, '78) 42" E-M. Without a doubt the single most celebrated 
Louisiana iris. Ruffled white-to-very light cream with yellow signals. In our garden stan
dards tend to be pure white and falls creamy white. Increase is adequate. One of the most 
popular irises for hybridizing and a show bench favorite. See pgs. 24 & 176, The Louisiana 
Iris. Limited supply. MSD '82, MSDM '87. CHARLIB'S MICHELE X CHARLIB'S 
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ANGEL ...................................................................................... ..................................... $10.00 

CLYDE REDMOND (Arny, '71) 30" M. This iris has it all. Rich cornflower blue with 
small, bright yellow signals. Small to medium blooms are ruffled and of excellent substance. 
A small clump will yield many stalks, each carrying from three to five bud positions and 
one or two branches. Vigorous. MSD '74. PUTI'YTAT X SNOW PEARL .................... $5.00 

COLORIFIC (Mertzweiller, '79) 32"-36" M. Lovely bicolor. Standards white with very 
pale lavender flush and lavender midnb. Falls medium red-putple, lighter toward midrib, 
darker pUiple veining. Green-white style arms, flushed lavender at tips; yellow signals. See 
pg. 56, The Louisiana Iris. HM '81. CRESCENT CITY X SIDOUX LEJEUNE ........... $5.00 

CONCOURS D'ELEGANCE (Dunn, 83) 36" M. Unusual, bright magenta-plum with 
just a hint of yellow line signals. Broad, slightly-ruffled segments with good substance. 
(QUEEN O' QUEENS X MRS. IRA NELSON) X DARK TIDE ................................... $5.00 

CONTRABAND DAYS (Granger, '68) 36"-38" M. White standards with deep PUIJ>le
pink flush on edges and midnb. Falls red-pUiple. White style arms tipped red-purple. HM 
'69. (BAYOU SUNSET X GAY DECEIVER) X WHEELHORSE ................................ $5.00 

COORABELL* (Raabe, '88) 32" M. Large-flowered bitone pUiple with amethyst violet 
standards and imperial pUiple falls. Large, bright yellow signals. Broad, rounded, overlap
ping segments of excellent substance. Blossoms have no trouble getting fully opened. A vig
orous grower, rapidly forms a nice clump. PROFESSOR IKE• X MAGISTRAL • ...... $15.00 

COUNT PULASKI (Chowning, '80) 40" E-M-L. An unusual copper blend with standards 
a shade lighter than falls. Bright golden-yellow signals and green-gold style arms. AM '85. 
AMBER GODDESS X DELTA COUNI'RY ................................................................... $5.00 

CRAYFISH (Betts, '81) 21" E. Dark violet-blue. Standards more violet than falls. Small 
gold signals. HM (Aust.) '79. WOOD VIOLET X CLYDE REDMOND ....................... $5.00 

CREOLE CAN-CAN (Granger, '58) 36"-45" M. Pretty blue with six or more falls, no 
standards, and no two blooms identical. Vigorous. See pg. 60, The Louisiana Iris. The only 
double-flowered Louisiana ever collected./. giganticaerulea .......................................... $5.00 

CREOLE CANARY (Granger, '78) 18"-20" M. Yellow double with orange-yellow 
midrib on falls. Large dark orange-yellow, elongated signals. Usually six falls with extra 
petaloids in center of bloom. Vigorous, blooms profusely. HM '80 ................................ $5.00 

CREOLE FLAME (Wyatt, '73) 34" E. Dark cardinal red with small chartreuse signals. 
HM '75. DELTA KING X Unknown ............................................................................... $5.00 

CRISP LIME (Dunn, '83) 32" M. Cool, pure white with green style arms and line crests. 
Well-branched stalks. Limited supply. HM '85. QUEEN O' QUEENS X MRS. IRA NEL-
SON ................................................................................................................................. $1000 

CROME DOME (Arny, '76) (Syn. Chrome Dome) 48" M. Canary yellow. Deep orange-
yellow signals. HM '78. MARTIN REDMOND X Unknown ......................................... $5.00 

DAZZLING STAR (Taylor, J.C., '88) 35" M-L. Ruffled magenta pink blended with 
creamy yellow. Standards and falls edged creamy yellow. Typically, both have yellow-green 
signals. AM (Aust.) '89. KOORA WATIIA X LUCILE HOLLEY .............................. :$12.50 

DEAN LEE (Arny, '71) 30" M-L. Frequently classed with the yellows, this iris actually is a 
creamy background with a coppery overlay - expressed as midrib and light veining on 
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DU~LCHARM EXQUI 

standards, strong veining on falls with broad copper 
en signals and yellow-green line crests. Golden yelloJ 
iris but rather hard to come by. HM '73. AMBER Gd 

DECOY* (Durio, K., '82) 36" M. Large flowers, 6' 
almost pink. with light red-violet falls, veined deepei: 
a light yellow-green signal. Style arms violet-pi 
CLAUDE• X PROFESSOR IKE• ............................ .. 

DELTA BUTTERFLY (Wyatt, '73) 34" M. Beaut 
HM'74 ....................................................................... .. 

DELTA DAWN (Dunn, '82) 32" M. Lavender m 
midnb. Falls flushed apricot at center. Yellow crests c 
'trl. (KATHERINE L. CORNAY X BLUE SHIELD) 

DELTA DOVE (Dunn, '85) 34" M. Very popular, 
outward from the lime-green line signals. Very dist 
'89. (ILA NUNN X HER IIlGHNESS) X ANN CHO 

DELTA HONEY (Chowning, Rowlan, '89) 29" M. I 
segments. Standards slightly lighter than falls. Smal 
crests. Vigorous. Strong, well-appointed stalks .......... . 

DELTA STAR (Granger, '68) 32"-38" M. Striking, 
bright golden signals. Frilly, dark pUiple style arms 
HM '70. CREOLE CAN-CAN X (CREOLE CAN-C 

DELTA WING (Dunn, '82) 40" M. Heavily ruffled 
somewhat darker. Yellow-green signals. HM '84. 
BLUE HEAVEN ........................................................ .. 

DENEB (Amy, '69) 36" M-L. Large-flowered rose . 
Large yellow signals. Beautiful older, hard-to-find vm 
yield a nice clump by the second year. See pg. 25, Tl 



.................................. ............................. ................... $10.00 

1) 30" M. This iris has it all. Rich cornflower blue with 
to medium blooms are ruffled and of excellent substance. 

, each carrying from three to five bud positions and 
'74. PUTfYTAT X SNOW PEARL .. .................. $5.00 

32"-36" M. Lovely bicolor. Standards white with very 
midnb. Falls medium red-purple, lighter toward midrib, 

style anns, flushed lavender at tips; yellow signals. See 
. CRF.sCENT CITY X SIDOUX LEJEUNE ........... $5.00 

(Dunn, 83) 36" M. Unusual, bright magenta-plum with 
Broad, slightly-ruffled segments with good substance. 

NELSON) X DARK TIDE ................................... $5.00 

ger, '68) 36"-38" M. White standards with deep pwple
Palls red-purple. White style arms tipped red-purple. HM 
ECEIVFR) X WHEELHORSE ................................ $5.00 

?" M. Luge-flowered bitone purple with amethyst violet 
. Large, bright yellow signals. Broad, rounded, overlap
e. Blossoms have no trouble getting fully opened. A vig-

clump. PROFESSOR IKE• X MAGISTRAL• ...... $15.00 

'80) 40" E-M-L An unusual copper blend with standards 
;olden-yellow signals and green-gold style arms. AM '85. 
!OUNTRY ................................................................... $5.00 

ark violet-blue. Standards more violet than falls. Small 
D VIOLET X CLYDE REDMOND ....................... $5.00 

r, '58) 36"-45" M. Pretty blue with six or more falls, no 
tical. Vigorous. See pg. 60, The Louisiana Iris. The only 
llected. I. giganticaerulea ... ....................................... $5.00 

r, '78) 18"-20" M. Yellow double with orange-yellow 
e-yellow, elongated signals. Usually six falls with extra 

us, blooms profusely. HM '80 ................................ $5.00 

34" E. Dade cardinal red with small chartreuse signals. 
wn ............................................................................... $500 

. Cool, pure white with green style arms and line crests. 
ly. HM '85. QUEEN O' QUEENS X MRS. IRA NEL-

............................ ..................................................... $10.00 

r1- Chrome Dome) 48" M. Canary yellow. Deep orange-

~~:~; :-~~=:~·::;~~·~:·~: .. ~;_:~~:/:: 
s edged creamy yellow. Typically, both have yellow-green 
WATHA X LUCILE HOLLEY .................. ..... ....... :$12.50 

Frequently classed with the yellows, this iris actually is a 
ry overlay - expressed as midrib and light veining on 

a 
DURAL CHARM EXQUISITE LADY 

standards, strong veining on falls with broad copper wash down centers of falls. Bright gold
en signals and yellow-green line crests. Golden yellow style arms edged copper. A stunning 
iris but rather hard to come by. HM '73. AMBER GODDESS X Unknown ................... $7.50 

DECOY* (Durio, K., '82) 36" M. Large flowers, 6" to 7". Standards very pale red-violet, 
almost pink, with light red-violet falls, veined deeper. It is common for all segments to carry 
a light yellow-green signal. Style arms violet-pink with ruffled tips. PROFESSOR 
CLAUDE• X PROFESSOR IKE• .................................................................................. $10.00 

DELTA BUTTERFLY (Wyatt, '73) 34" M Beautiful pale rose pink with daiker veining 
BM '74 ............................................................................................................ .................. $5.00 

DELTA DAWN (Dunn, '82) 32" M. Lavender standards with apricot pink infusion at 
midnb. Falls flushed apricot at center. Yellow crests edged apricot. Very limited supply. AM 
'ffT. (KA THERINE L. CORNAY X BLUE SHIELD) X SHRIMP CREOLE ................. $7.50 

DELTA DOVE (Dunn, '85) 34" M. Very popular white, with light blue veining radiating 
outward from the lime-green line signals. Very distinctive with good growth habits. AM 
'89. (ILA NUNN X HER IIlGHNESS) X ANN CHOWN1NG ....................................... $5.00 

DELTA HONEY (Chowning, Rowlan, '89) 29" M. Dade violet-purple with broad, rounded 
segments. Standards slightly lighter than falls. Small golden signals. Self style arms and 
crests. Vigorous. Strong, well-appointed stalks .............................................................. $10.00 

DELTA STAR (Granger, '68) 32"-38" M. Striking, deep purple.cartwheel (all falls), small 
bright golden signals. Frilly, daJk purple style arms. Very vigorous, dependable bloomer . 
BM '70. CREOLE CAN-CAN X (CREOLE CAN-CAN X THE KHAN) ..................... $5.00 

DELTA WING (Dunn, '82) 40" M. Heavily raffled, dark red-violet to maroon with falls 
somewhat darker. Yellow-green signals. HM '84. CHARLIE'S MICHELE X MAC'S 
BLUE HEAVEN ........ .. ................................................................................................... .. $6.00 

DENEB (Amy, '69) 36" M-L. Large-flowered rose pink with infusion of yellow at hafts. 
Large yellow signals. Beautiful older, hard-to-find variety. A little slow to increase, but will 
yield a nice clump by the second year. See pg. 25, The Louisiana Iris. HC '66. KATHER-
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INE L. CORNAY X Self ................................................................................................... $7.SO 

DEVIL'S DUNGEON (Chowning, '66) 28" M-L. Standards dmk fluorite violet. Falls 
lustrous black-purple ............................................................................ ............................. $5.00 

DICK GOULA (Amy, '73) 30" M-L Lightly-ruffled, velvety blue-violet. Yellow signals. 
NEW OFFERING X W.B. MACMILLAN ...................................................................... $5.00 

DIXIE DEB (Chowning, '51) 38" E-M. Extremely popular and widely grown. Sulfur yel
low with gold signals. Very vigorous. Stalks excellent for arranging. See pg. 12, The 
Louisiana Iris. MSD '67. LOCKE'IT'S LUCK X LOUISE AUSTIN ............................. $5.00 

DIZZY LIZZY (Amy, R79) 36" M-L. Standards creamy white. Falls maroon with large, 
bright signals. Very limited supply. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. HM '83. MYRA ARNY 
X Seedling ..........•.............................................................................................................. $7.SO 

DOROTHEA K. WILLIAMSON (Williamson, '18) 33" M-L. Oldest registered culti
var available. Deep blue-pwple. Yellow signals. Stalks slightly zig-zag. /. fulva X I. brevi-
caulis .................................................................................................... ............................. $5 00 

DOUBLE TALK (Granger, '73) 18"-22" M. Daik blue-violet double. Yellow signals on 
white ground. See pg. 61, The Louisiana Iris. HM '76 .................................................... $5.00 

DR. DORMON (Conger, '73) 38" L. Standards wild orchid, falls dahlia mauve. Yellow 
signals on cream spray pattern. HM '77. LA REVE X W .B. MACMILLAN ................. $7.SO 

DUKE OF ORLEANS (Amy, '60) 42" M-L. Beet-root pwple with large yellow-orange 
signals. Vigorous. HM '62. LOUISE ARNY X (HOLLEYBLU X Buttercup) ............... $5.00 

DURAL CHARM (Taylor, J.C., '84) 30" M. Ruffled, clear bright yellow. Color-fast blos
soms of good substance, borne in profusion on sturdy stalks. Nice branching. Limited 
supply. Dykes (Aust.) '87. CHARJOY'S ANNEX Seedling ........................................ $10.00 

DURAL GOLD (Taylor, J.C., 84) 32" E-M. Ruffled golden yellow. Nice branching. BC 
(Aust.) '81. CHARJOY'S ANNEX Seedling ............................................................•..... $7.SO 

DURAL WHITE BUTTERFLY (Taylor, J.C., '90) 48" M-L. Purest white. Beautifully 
formed and ruffled flowers borne on show stalks. Vigorous growth. Very limited supply. 
AM (Aust.) '90. SCREEN GEM X HELFN NAISH ..................................................... $20.00 

EASTER LOVE (Faggard. '84) 32" E. Striking, flared and slightly ruffled purple bitone. 
Standards pwple with thin yellow edge. Falls pastel yellow, heavily veined purple, yellow 
edge and reverse. Style arms pwple, edged yellow. Bright yellow signals. Very limited sup-
ply. CONTRABAND DAYS X HARLAND K. Ril..EY ................................................ $10.00 

EASTER TIDE (Amy, '79) 30" E-M. Lovely bicolor. Standards. lavender-blue. Falls light 
yellow, softly-veined lavender. Orange-yellow signals. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. MSD 
'83, MSDM '88. LUCILE HOLLEY X Lavender seedling ............................................. $5.00 

EASTER SURPRISE (Arceneaux, Mrs. E., '53) 35" M Soft orchid, falls dmker. HM 
'55.1. giganticaerulea ..................••...............•................................................................... $5.00 

EDINA (Taylor, J.C., '88) 31" M. Lightly ruffled, soft sky blue with yellow signals. Vigor-
ous growth. Limited supply. CAMMERA Y X SECREI' SPELL ................................... $12.50 

Elizabeth the Queen (Nelson, '51) Not registered with A/S. 36"-40" E-M. For the lover of 
simple, open-form flowers. Pale powder blue to light lavender with yellow crests. Parentage 
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FESTIVALS ACADIAN GERl 

is unknown, but flower form suggests/. giganticam 

ELLENE ROCKWELL (Arny, '73) 30" M-L. J 

line signals. A truly beautiful iris, one of our favo · 
'75. GULF SURF X Unknown ................................. . 

EOLIAN (Arny, '69) 42" M. Soft blue with some 
Slightly ruffled, open form with broad rounded fall 
OFFERING ........................... ................................. .. 

EVELYN BOON (Arny, '77) 40" M. Standards 
flushed light blue with bright yellow signals radiatili 
and a superl> grower. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. 

EXQUISITE LADY (Owen, '87) 28" E. Eye-cat 
rim on standards and falls. Bright yellow signals. A 
NELSON .................................................................. . 

F.A.C. MC CULLA (Arny, '73) 42" M-L. Beet 1 

'78. BAYOU COMUS X Unknown .......................... . 

FADING BEAUTY (Arny, '73) 30" M. Ruffled B 
low line signals. Blooms well and increases nicely .. 

FAENELIA IDCKS (Arny, '69) 42" M-L. Larg 
veined darker at midnb. Falls shade inward from s1i 
low crests. Flowers tend to open in multiples. IncreJ 
HM '71. LOUISE ARNY X LSU BEAUfY ............ . 

FAST TRAVELER (Arny, '82) 30" M. Rose-red 
rose. Falls full rose with bright yellow signals. PR] 
unknown) ................................................................... . 

FESTIVAL'S ACADIAN (Haymon, '90) 30" I! 
slightly dmker falls, veined daiker. Standards and f, 
nals and radiating yellow dots on falls. Cream-white 



....................................................................................... $7.SO 

· g, '66) 28" M-L. Standards dark fluorite violet. Falls 
....................................................................................... $500 

" E-M. Extremely popular and widely grown. Sulfur yel
tgorous. Stalks excellent for arranging. See pg. 12, The 

'S LUCK X LOUISE AUSTIN ........................•.... $5.00 

5" M-L. Standards creamy white. Falls maroon with large, 
y. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. HM '83. MYRA ARNY 
....................................................................................... $7.SO 

SON (Williamson, '18) 33" M-L. Oldest registered culti
Yellow signals. Stalks slightly zig-zag. J. fulva XI. brevi-
...................................................................................... $500 

) 18"-22" M. Daik blue-violet double. Yellow signals on 
,uisiana Iris. HM '76 .................................................... $5.00 

38" L. Standards wild orchid, falls dahlia mauve. Yellow 
IM '77. LA REVE X W.B. MACMILLAN ................. $7.50 

f, '(,()) 42" M-L. Beet-root pwple with large yellow-orange 
fE ARNY X (HOLLEYBLU X ButteICUp) ............... $5.00 

f' '84) 30" M. Ruffled, clear bright yellow. Color-fast blos-
1 in profusion on sturdy stalks. Nice branching. Limited 
FOY'S ANNEX Seedling ........................................ $10.00 

~4) 32" E-M. Ruffled golden yellow. Nice branching. BC 
S X Seedling .................................................................. $7.SO 
I 
IT.Y (Taylor, J.C., '90) 48" M-L. Purest white. Beautifully r= ::..:'"..':'.'.'. . .".::'.".: .. ~::..".:''.:"-.= 
I) 32" E. Striking, flared and slightly ruffled puxple bitone. 

~e~;alls pastel yellow, heavily veined puxple, yellow 

~y:~~.~.:.~~:=:~·~-~~-~:.~~:..~~~~~:i~~~ 
[_~M. Lovely bicolor. Standards lavender-blue. Falls light 
r:ge-yellow signals. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. MSD 
!.EY X Lavender seedling ............................................. $5.00 

bux, Mrs. E., '53) 35" M Soft orchid, falls daiker. HM 

l Lightly ruffled,.soft sky.blue.with yellow.signals.·~:: 

~y X SECRET SPELL ................................... $12.50 

j51) Not registered with AIS. 36"-40'' E-M. For the lover of 
[><>Wder blue to light lavender with yellow crests. Parentage 

FESTIVALS ACADIAN GERTIE BUTLER 

is Wlknown, but flower form suggests I. giganticaerulea ................................................. $5.00 

ELLENE ROCKWELL (Arny, '73) 30" M-L. Light blue-lavender accented by orange 
line signals. A truly beautiful iris, one of our favorites. See pg. 29, The Louisiana Iris. HM 
'75. GULF SURF X Unknown .......................................................................................... $5.00 

EOLIAN (Arny, '69) 42" M. Soft blue with some veining. Yellow crests on white ground. 
Slightly ruffled, open form with broad rounded falls. MSD '76. LOUISE ARNY X NEW 
OFFERING ....................................................................................................................... $5 00 

EVELYN BOON (Arny, '77) 40" M. Standards light blue. Falls palest yellow, heavily 
flushed light blue with bright yellow signals radiating dark yellow veins. A real eye-catcher 
and a supeib grower. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. HM '79 ......................................... $5.00 

EXQUISITE LADY (Owen, '87) 28" E. Eye-catching medium lavender-blue with silver 
rim on standards and falls. Bright yellow signals. AM '91. CLARA GOULA X MRS. IRA 
NELSON .............................•........................................................................................... $10.00 

F.A.C. MC COLLA (Arny, '73) 42" M-L. Beet red with yellow signals. Tied for MSD 
'78. BAYOU COMUS X Unknown .................................................................................. $5.00 

FADING BEAUTY (Arny, '73) 30" M. Ruffled pale yellow. Edges of falls serrated. Yel-
low line signals. Blooms well and increases nicely ......................................................... $5.00 

FAENELIA HICKS (Arny, '69) 42" M-L. Large 6 1/2", light medium-rose. Standards 
veined darker at midrib. Falls shade inward from sliver of pink at rim to medium-rose. Yel
low crests. Flowers tend to open in multiples. Increases well. See pg. 65, The Louisiana Iris. 
HM '71. LOUISE ARNY X LSU BEAlJl'Y .................................................................... $5.00 

FAST TRAVELER (Arny, '82) 30'' M. Rose-red bitone. Standards lavender-rose veined 
rose. Falls full rose with bright yellow signals. PRICE REDMOND X (LOUISE ARNY X 
llllknown) ........................................................................................................................... $5 00 

FESTIVAL'S ACADIAN (Haymon, '90) 30" L. Breathtaking ruffled red-puxple with 
slightly daiker falls, veined daiker. Standards and falls rimmed yellow. Golden yellow sig
nals and radiating yellow dots on falls. Cream-white style arms. Vigorous. Destined to be a 
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top award-winner and show-bench favorite for years to come. FADING BEAUTY X 
CHARJOY'S MIKE ........................................................................................................ $20.00 

FINDERS KEEPERS (Chowning, '66) 12" L. Standards ivory-flecked blue on margins. 
Falls ivory-flecked and bordered blue, accented by golden line signals. Blue style arms. Per
fect for the border. I. brevicaulis XI. brevicaulis ...............•......•........•....•........................ $7.SO 

FIRE ALARM (Dormon, C., '52) 30" M. Bright scarlet-carmine, yellow signals. CARDI-
NALIS X HAILE SELASSIE ........................................................................................... $5.00 

FLAT TOP (Davis, '53) 24"-28" L. Wisteria violet with falls heavily veined columbine blue 
An exlusive listing ............................................................................................................. $5.00 

FRANCOIS (Rowlan, '85) 31" M-L. Full violet with small yellow signals rimmed deeper 
violet. Deep violet crests and style arms. LAKE MAUMELLE X Unknown .................. $7.50 

FRANK CHOWNING (Rowlan, '87) 33" M-L. Currant red bitone. Standards lighter 
than falls. Yellow signals. AM '91. ANN CHOWNING X MISS ARKANSAS ............. $7.50 

FREDDIE BOY (Mertzweiller, R74) 32"-36" M. Lightly ruffled bright rose-red bitone. 
Standards lighter than falls and flushed pink. Vigorous. BC '75. Unknown X CRESCENT 
CTfY .................................................................................................................................. $500 

FROSTED MORN (Ostheimer, '91) 38"-40" E-M-L. Pure white 6"-7" open, flat blos
soms at four to five positions; occasional branching. Slightly zig-zag stalks. Vigorous. Lim-
ited supply. ALSTON X Unknown ..............•.................................................................. $25.00 

FULL ECLIPSE (Hager, '78) 38" M. Velvety dark violet with black-violet veining, yel
low crests. See pg. 32, The Louisiana Iris. AM '85. BLUE SHIELD X (BLACK WIDOW X 
NEW OFFERING) ............................................................................................................ $5.00 

G.W. HOLLEMAN (Holleyman, R., '63) 40" M. The first vibrant yellow Louisiana iris 
introduced. A self with chartreuse coloring at hafts. Yellow style arms. See pg. 164, The 
Louisiana Iris. MSD '66. MARQUIS DE LAPA YE'ITE X Golden Days ...................... $5.00 

GEISHA EYES (Arny, '90) 30" M-L. Dark violet-blue with large, light ~n-yellow sig
nals, which frequently occur on all floral segments. ACADIAN MISS X VALERA .... $15.00 

GERRY MARSTELLER (Raabe,'88) 32" M-L. True mid-pink (light magnolia pwple) 
with cream edges. Green-yellow signals. Very beautiful iris that promises to do well on the 
show bench. URALBA MIST X TRIONF0 ................................................................... $10.00 

GERTIE BUTLER (Arny, '90) 30" M. Slightly flaring Iavender-pwple with thin silver 
edge on standards and falls. Large yellow signals and creamy white style arms. Very vigor-
ous. MRS IRA NELSON X CAROLYN LAPOINT : ..................................................... $15.00 

GLADIATORS GIFT (Taylor, J.C., '91) 39" M-L. Ruffled, rich mid-chocolate brown 
with buff edges and reverse. Yellow signals on standards and falls. Excellent increase and _ 
nicely branched stalks. New to U.S. from Australia: Limited supply. HC (Aust.) '89. 
(EDI'IlI FEAR XV ALERA) X LIMITED EDIDON ................................................... $25.00 

GLOWLIGHT (Taylor, J.C., '89) 39" M. A spectacular combination of white standards 
and deep violet falls. Strong violet midrib on standards. Thin white rim on falls. Yellow
green signals. Growth is fine, but coloring can be variable. DIZZY LIZZY X C'EST SI 
BON ......... , ....................................................................................................................... $12.SO 
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~LADIATOR'S GIFT HELEN NAISH 

GODZll,LA* (Durio, K., '87) 36" E. Very dark violet with broad segments. Full, flat 7"-7 
1/1." flowers resemble Japanese irises. Bright, full yellow signals and light violet style anns, 
edged light yellow. KING KONG* X RAGIN' CAJUN* .............................................. $15.00 

GOLD RESERVE (Chowning, '77) 24"-30" M. Golden yellow heavily veined and 
flushed rusty-orange. Bright yellow signals. See pg. 28, The Louisiana Iris. HM '78 .... $5.00 

GOLDEN FAIRY (Nies, R40) 32"-36". Yery pretty yellow, open form. Blooms profusely 
and dependably. Bright yellow signals. Long-time garden favorite ................................. $5.00 

GRACE SCOTT (Amy, '79) 36" E. Pretty pwple with dark yellow signals extending well 
beyond pwple style anns. WUISE ARNY X W.B. MACMILLAN ............................... $5.00 

GRACELAND (Dunn. '80) 32"-34" M. Bright deep blue, blended deeper in center of falls. 
Style anns have light red cast. Vigorous. BM '82. CLYDE REDMOND X NEW OFFER-
ING .................................................................................................................................... $5 00 

GREEN-EYED LOVE (Faggard, '84) 36" M. Standards light yellow with green midrib. 
Falls light-to-full yellow with some bright lavender veining. Gold signals and crests. Green 
style arms tipped light yellow. BA YOU CO MUS X HARLAND K. RILEY .................. $5.00 

GULF COAST (Granger, '73) 30"-36" M. White standards with blue edging and veining. 
Falls white with pale blue edging; small green-yellow signals. HM '75. BRAMBLE 
QUEEN X VIOLET RAY ................................................................................................. $5.~ 

'GYPSY MOON (Granger, '68) 20" M. Orange-yellow with pwple veins and light pwple 
flush on standards. VIOLET RAY X HER lilGHNESS .................................................. $5.00 

HAn.E SELASSIE (MacMillan, '43) 30"-40" M-L. Velvety royal pwple, pendant-form. 
Long yellow crests./. nelsonii-type flower. Very limited supply. Collected ................•. $10.00 

HAll,E SELASSIE Il (Trichel, '51) 34" M. Darlc red-violet with golden signals. Very 
much like its pod parent. HAILE SELASSlE X Dark Mystery ........................................ $5.00 

HANDMAIDEN (Ghio, '82) 30'' M. Very pretty mid-toned pink. tailored. Golden yellow 
signals on white ground, typically on standards. Warm white style arms and green throat. 
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Vigorous and dependable. HM '84. CHARLIE'S KAREN X CAJUN CAPER .............. $6.00 

HARLAND K. RILEY (MacMillan, '74) 40" M. Yellow with brown to pwple-brown 
veining. Green style arms. HM '76 ...................................................................... ............. $5.00 

HAZEL MONETTE (MacMillan, 77) 28" E-M. Lightly ruffled, soft red-violet with 
darker veining. Yellow line signals almost hidden beneath light red-violet to pink style 
arms. A garden favorite. Good bud cowit. Vigorous. HM '81 ......................................... $5.00 

HEAVENLY GLOW (Morgan, '89) 36"-42" E. Unusual orange-red with a yellow under
lay. Green-yellow signals. Green style anns. (MISSEY REVELEY X ILA NUNN) X 
GOLD RESERVE ........................................................................................................... $12.50 

HELEN NAISH (Taylor, J.C., '83) 44" E. Ruffled white, veined green with deep green 
throat. Absolutely sensational! Used often in Taylor's hybridizing. Limited supply. Dykes 
(Aust.) '86. CLARA GOULA X CHARLIE'S GINNY ................................................. $20.00 

HELIOSTAT (faylor, J.C., '91) 48" M. Pendant, full overlapping form; ruffled, golden 
yellow with deep golden yellow line signals on standards and falls. Yellow style anns. Very 
limited supply. HC (Aust.) '88. V AI.ERA X KOORA WA1HA ................................... $25.00 

HER HIGHNESS (Levingston, '57) 40" E. Statuesque white with light green style arms 
and raised chrome yellow signals. Collected. MSD '59. /. giganticaerulea alba ............ $5.00 

HURRICANE PARTY (Haymon, '88) 39" M. Lightly ruffled, full red-violet, slightly 
dau:er around large yellow-gold signals and down fall midnb. Cream style anns shading to 
full dark red-violet. Watch for this vigorous iris among the top award-winners in the years to 
COllle. BLUE DUKE X ANN CHOWNING ................................................................... $10.00 

ICE ANGEL (Faggard, '91) 36" M. Diamond-dusted white with an icy blue undertone. 
Golden crests, pure white style anns. Flowers 6 lf}," with fully-flaring overlapping seg-
ments. Generous increase. Cornay Award '88 ...................................................... ........ $20.00 

ILA NUNN (Arny, '69) 36" M-L. Very lightly ruffled, soft yellow with bright yellow crests. 
Full yellow style arms. Show stalks with five or six bud-positions. Often listed as creamy 
white. MSD '72. LOUISE ARNY X (SNOW PEARL X PUITYTAT) .......................... $5.00 

IONE (Arny, '76) 42" M. Rose pink, flat form. Large yellow signals. Moderate increase. See 
pg. 172, The Louisiana Iris. DENEB X DORA DEY ....................................................... $5.00 

IRA S. NELSON (Arny, '69) 36" M-L. Rose red with large, bright yellow signals. Stan
dards commonly carry smaller signals. Large, full-overlapping flowers at five positions tend 
to open in multiples. HM '72. MRS. MAC X JOYCE'S CHOICE .................................. $5.00 

JANE MC SPARRIN (Amy, '72) 42" M-L. Lemon-yellow, slightly ruffled, with large 
yellow-green signals and green style arms tipped yellow. BM '75 .................................. $5.00 

JAZZ BALLET (faylor, J.C., '89) 31" M-L. Heavily ruffled, overlapping flowers of clear 
violet with lighter reverse. Large, bright yellow signals on standards and falls. This variety 
is a top performer in every way - buds, branching, substance and vigor. Dykes (Aust.) '90. 
SECRET SPELL X HELEN NAISH .............................................................................. $25.00 

JERI (Bertinot, '85) 38" E-M. Velvety, dark grape violet, veined daxker. Citron line signals. 
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Style arms, narrowly edged pink. Slightly zig-zag stalks. Four to five double-budded posi
tions, frequently branched. Broad rounded segments. Vigorous. HM '90. BELLEVUE'S 
MIKE X FULL ECLIPSE ................................................................................................. $7.50 

JET ACE (Taylor, J.C., '88) 31" M. Showy amoeIJ 

yellow signals. COMMANDMENT XV ALERA .. 

JOEL FLETCHER (Goula, '79) 28" M-L. Beau 
bitone. Standards light lavender-violet, falls full ~ 
Iris. CLARA GOULA X FREDDIE BOY .............. I 

JOHN'S LUCIFER (faylor, J.C., '87) 35" M-I 
yellow signals. Large, ruffled, flaring flowers of g 
stalks of outstanding quality. Vigorous. AM (Aust 
ARNY,m ............................................................... . 

JOY FLIGHT (Taylor, J.C., '87) 35" E-M. Soft 1 
Many blooms of good substance, perfectly displa 
CHARM X CLARA GOULA ................................ . 

JOYCE (Amy, '60) 24" M-L. Pink with lavender 
arms. HM '58 .......................................................... . 

JUST HELENE (Mertzweiller, '91) 36" M. VCIJ 
with yellow-blended ground, heavily veined daik b 
blue. Yellow signals, light green style arms. Full-fl 
Very vigorous. HARLAND K. RILEY X UnknoWJJ 

KATHERINE L. CORNAY (Arny, '62) 45" ~ 
white style arms. A real eye-catcher and top award· 
we can tell, this is an exclusive listing. MSD '69 
"01t:hid") X HER HIGHNESS ................................ 

1 
KAY NELSON (Granger, '88) 20"-22" M. Classic 

full-overlapping with serrated edges. Green-yell 
Louisiana Iris. HM '90. LAFITI'E'S RE'IREAT X 

KING CALCASIEU (Holleyman, G. '69) 30" ~ 
ture. Yellow-green signals. Lovely but hard to find. 



CHARLIE'S KAREN X CAJUN CAPER .............. $6.00 

fillan, '74) 40" M. Yellow with brown to pwple-brown 
................................................................................... $5.00 

an, 77) 28" E-M. Lightly ruffled, soft red-violet with 
Us almost hidden beneath light red-violet to pink style 
co\Ult. Vigorous. BM '81 ................................... ...... $5.00 

89) 36"-42" E. Unusual orange-red with a yellow under
style anns. (MISSEY REVELEY X Il,A NUNN) X 

................................................................................ $12.50 

3) 44" E. Ruffled white, veined green with deep green 
fd often in Taylor's hybridizing. Limited supply. Dykes 
!l"JJ"'.J\.L,Jtr.'S GINNY ................................................. $20.00 

" M. Pendant, full overlapping form; ruffled, golden 
signals on standards and falls. Yellow style arms. Very 

X KOORA WATIIA ................................... $25.00 

57) 40" E. Statuesque white with light green style arms 
Collected. MSD '59. /. giganticaerulea alba ............ $5.00 

rn· ,'88) 39" M. Lightly ruffled, full red-violet, slightly 
P,815 and down fall midn1>. Cream style anns shading to 
mgorous iris among the top award-winners in the years to 

G ................................................................... $1000 

M. Diamond-dusted white with an icy blue undertone. 
rms. Flowers 6 1/l" with fully-flaring overlapping seg-
Award '88 .............................................................. $20.00 

cry lightly ruffled, soft yellow with bright yellow crests. 
with five or six bud-positions. Often listed as creamy 

!X (SNOW PEARL X PUTTYTAT) .......................... $5.00 

flat form. Large yellow signals. Moderate increase. See 
X DORA DEY ....................................................... $5.00 

M-L. Rose red with large, bright yellow signals. Stan-
1als. Large, full-overlapping flowers at five positions tend 
· . MAC X JOYCE'S CHOICE .................................. $5.00 

) 42" M-L. Lemon-yellow, slightly ruffled, with large 
e anns tipped yellow. HM '75 .................................. $5.00 

) 31" M-L. Heavily ruffled, overlapping flowers of clear 

r=.:::.:.::-:.7"...:·o':: :~z: 
F,
ety, dark grape violet, veined darker. Citron line signals. 
lightly zig-zag stalks. Four to five double-budded posi

. rounded segments. Vigorous. BM '90. BELLEVUE'S 

.................................................................................... $7.50 

JAZZ BALLET KAY NELSON 

JET ACE (Taylor, J.C., '88) 31" M. Showy amoena. White standards and light yellow falls, 
yellow signals. COMMANDMENT XV ALERA .......................................................... $12.50 

JOEL FLETCHER (Goula, '79) 28" M-L. Beautifully formed and ruffled lavender-violet 
bitone. Standards light lavender-violet, falls full lavender-violet. See pg. 64, The Louisiana 
Iris. CLARA GOULA X FREDDIE BOY ........................................................................ $5.00 

JOHN'S LUCIFER (Taylor, J.C., '87) 35" M-L. Rich, ultra-darlc red-pwple with bright 
yellow signals. Large, ruffled, flaring flowers of good substance, produced in profusion on 
stalks of outstanding quality. Vigorous. AM (Aust.) '89. ANN CHOWNING X CHARLES 
ARNY, m ........................................................................................................................ $10.00 

JOY FLIGHT (Taylor, J.C., '87) 35" E-M. Soft yellow bitone with yellow-green veining. 
Many blooms of good substance, peifectly displayed. Vigorous. Limited supply. DURAL 
CHARM X CLARA GOULA ......................................................................................... $10.00 

JOYCE (Amy, '60) 24" M-L. Pink with lavender cast. Yellow-green line crests and style 
anns. BM '58 .................................................................................................................... $5.00 

JUST HELENE (Mertzweiller, '91) 36" M. Very distinctive bicolor. Standards light blue 
with yellow-blended ground, heavily veined dark blue-pwple. Falls soft yellow veined light 
blue. Yellow signals, light green style arms. Full-formed, 5 1/l" flowers of good substance. 
Very vigorous. HARLAND K. Rll,EY X Unknown ...................................................... $20.00 

KATHERINE L. CORNAY (Amy, '62) 45" M. Mineral-violet with distinctive creamy 
white style arms. A real eye-catcher and top award-winner, but very hard to locate. As far as 
we can tell, this is an exclusive listing. MSD '69. (LOUISE ARNY X /. giganticaerulea 
"oIChid") X HER :HIGHNESS .......................................................................................... $5.00 

KAY NELSON (Granger, '88) 20"-22" M. Classically ruffled, light lavender-pink. Flowers 
full-overlapping with serrated edges. Green-yellow signals. Vigorous. See pg. 29, The 
Louisiana Iris. HM '90. LAFITIE'S RETREAT X CHARLIE'S MICHELE .............. $12.50 

KING CALCASIEU (Holleyman, G. '69) 30" M. Deep reddish-pwple with velvety tex
ture. Yellow-green signals. Lovely but hard to find. BM '72. MARQUIS DE LAFAYE'ITE 
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X self .......................................................................................................... ....................... $5.00 

KING CREOLE (Dunn, '80) 30" M. Blue-violet bitone. White style arms edged violet. 
Yellow signals. BM '82. CHARLIE'S MICHELE X MAC'S BLUE HEAVEN ............ $5.00 

KING KONG* (Durio, K., '80) 24"-30" M. Darlc violet-purple, flat, somewhat recurved 6" 
flowers. Falls more violet than standards. Large yellow signals radiate darlc red-violet vein
ing. Full violet style arms edged yellow. Wonderful tet substance; opens well. BM '82. 
PROFESSOR CLAUDE• X PROFESSOR IKE* .......................................................... $10.00 

KI1TY D. (Haymon, '90) 32" M. Light violet infused with white. Large golden-yellow sig
nals, cream style arms tipped lavender. Vigorous growth with nice clumping. Limited 
supply. VALERA X CIIARJOY'S JAN ......................................................................... $20.00 

KOORAWATHA (Taylor, J.C., '87) 28" M. Heavily ruffled golden-yellow with darlc gold
en fall midnb. Broad, full-overlapping flowers, colorfast even in bright sunlight. Phenome
nal show stalks and bud count. Excellent branching with five or six double-budded posi
tions. Moderate increase. Limited supply. Dykes (Aust.) '88. DURAL CHARM X CLARA 
GOULA ........................................................................................................................... $10 00 

KRISTI G (Mertzweiller, '87) 31"-36" M. Pale, icy blue-lavender with falls rimmed white. 
Soft orange signals on white ground.· Green-white style arms. Nice broad segments with 
standards semi-erect. See Pgs. XIV & 33, The Louisiana Iris. MRS. IRA NELSON X COL- _ 
ORIFIC ............................................................................................................................ $10.00 

LA PEROUSE (Raabe, '77) 48" E. Tall cobalt blue with sea blue veining on falls. Bright 
golden crests. Open form with broad, rounded segments. Vigorous. CLYDE REDMOND X 
Self .................................................................................................................................... $500 

Ladies' Choice (' 57) Not registered with AIS. 32" E. Soft lavender-pink. Standards lighter 
and pinker than falls. Signals golden-green edged darlc gray-lavender. Open form with 
broad, rounded falls, semi-erect standards. Parentage and originator unknown; stock 
obtained from Mrs. ha Nelson .......................................................................................... $5.00 

LAKE MAUMELLE (Chowning, '66) 30" M. Beautiful Italian blue. Vigorous. HM '71. 
PRISTINE BEAlITY X (CA 1HEDRAL BLUE XI. brevicaulis) ................................... $5.00 

LAKE WINONA (Rowlan, '86) 31" M. Ruffled Italian blue. Lime-green crests. Vigorous. 
LAKE MAUMELLE X Unknown .................................................................................... $5.00 

LAURA LOUISE (Mertzweiller, Ostheimer, '90) 28" M. Vibrant yellow-orange. Bright 
yellow-orange signals. Slightly zig-zag stalks. Limited supply. Vigorous ...................... $15.00 

LAVENDER RUFFLES (Goula, '7?) 25" M. Heavily ruffled lavenderbitone. Standards 
lighter than full-lavender falls. Small yellow-gold signals. Frequently has 2 branches. BM 
'81. CHARLIE'S MICHELE X Unknown ....................................................................... $5.00 

LINA (Taylor, J.C., '89) 31" M. Heavily ruffled, rosy violet edged pink. Yellow signals and 
green crests on standards and falls. Broad, full-overlapping, somewhat recurved blooms of 
heavy substance. Sturdy stalks normally carry five double-budded positions, frequently 
branched. One of the prettiest Australian introductions to date. Vigorous. EDITH FEAR X 
V ALERA ......................................................................................................................... $15 00 

LITTLE MISS LEIGHLEY (Chowning, '83) 26" M-L. Light, golden yellow with 
maroon cast and veining. Light gold signals stitched and outlined brown-maroon. Self-col-
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KOORAWATHA LIN.I 

ored style arms infused light green. Tailored, broad 
REVELEY X GOLD RESERVE ............................ . 

LITTLE MISS SIMS (Chowning, '81) 24" M. 11 
red with dazker veining. Golden signals and pwpl 
to perfection; occasional branching. HM '83 ........ . 

LITTLE ROCK SKIES (Chowning, '80) 28" I 
Very vigorous. BM '82 ........................................... . 

LOCKETT'S LUCK (Tlubault, '47) 30" E-M 1 
Large diamond-shaped signals outlined in maroon. 
ply. HM '50. Collected. ........................................... . 

LOUISE ARNY (Amy, '56) 36" M-L. Used extei 
irises. Pale red-lavender with crests rimmed daJk la 

LOUISIANA TEDDY BEAR (Amy, '76) 2 
brown blend with golden line signals. HM '79. CO 

LSU BEAUTY (Kimbrough, '59) 37" M. Bea~ 
slightly darlcer veining. Light chartreuse line ere, 

each spring. Simple elegance and vigorous grow 
Coulee Yellow ........................................................ .. 

MAC FOLIO (Amy, '69) 30" M. Tyrian rose. R1 
green triangle at base. Rounded yellow crests. HC 
W.B. MACMILLAN ............................................... . 

MAC'S BLUE HEAVEN (MacMillan, '73) 3~ 
iris you will always remember it. Full, cool violet 
nals. Vigorous. See pg. 33, The Louisiana Iris. HM 

MALIBU MAGIC (Taylor, J.C., '91) 43" M. J 
with standards a full shade lighter than falls. Yell 
White style arms are striped and tipped violet-blu 



.................................................................................. $5.00 

• M. Blue-violet bitone. White style anns edged violet. 
'S MICHELE X MAC'S BLUE HEA VEN ............ $5.00 

"-30" M. Duk violet-purple, flat, somewhat recurved 6" 
dards. Large yellow signals radiate dadc red-violet vein

fellow. Wonderl'ul tet substance; opens well. BM '82. 
SOR IKE• .......................................................... $10.00 

·ght violet infused with white. Large golden-yellow sig
ender. Vigorous growth with nice clumping. Limited 
AN ......................................................................... $20.00 

) 28" M. Heavily ruffled golden-yellow with dadc gold
. g flowers, colorfast even in bright sunlight. Phenome

llent branching with five or six double-budded posi
upply. Dykes (Aust.) '88. DURAL CHARM X CLARA 
................................................................................ $1000 

36" M. Pale, icy blue-lavender with falls rimmed white. 
pid. Green-white style anns. Nice broad segments with 

& 33, The Louisiana Iris. MRS. IRA NELSON X COL-
................................................................................. $1000 

. Tall cobalt blue with sea blue veining on falls. Bright 
ad, rounded segments. Vigorous. CLYDE REDMOND X 
................................................................................... $5.00 

red with AJS. 32" E. Soft lavender-pink. Standards lighter 
den-green edged dark gray-lavender. Open form with 
standards. Parentage and originator unknown; stock 

............................ ................................ ....................... $5.00 

g, '66) 30" M. Beautiful Italian blue. Vigorous. HM '71. 
RAL BLUE XI. brevicaulis) .......•........................... $5.00 

31" M. Ruffled Italian blue. Lime-green crests. Vigorous . 
................................................................................... $500 

· Ostheimer, '90) 28" M. Vibrant yellow-orange. Bright 
-zag stalks. limited supply. Vigorous ...................... $15.00 

'7?) 25" M. Heavily ruffled lavender bitone. Standards 
all yellow-gold signals. Frequently has 2 branches. BM 

iiknown ................................................ ....................... $5 00 

f8vilY ruffled, rosy violet edged pink. Yellow signals and 
. Broad, full-overlapping, somewhat recurved blooms of 
nnally carry five double-budded positions, frequently 

stralian introductions to date. Vigorous. EDITH FEAR X 
................................................................................. $1500 

(Chowning, '83) 26" M-L. Light, golden yellow with 
Id signals stitched and outlined brown-maroon. Self-col-

,. 
, 

KOORAWATHA LINA 

ored style anns infused light green. Tailored, broad, overlapping flowers. BM '85. MISSEY 
REVELEY X GOW RESERVE .........................................................................•............ $5.00 

LITILE MISS SIMS (Chowning, '81) 24" M. Delightful, low-growing raspberrypwple
red with darker veining. Golden signals and pwple style arms. Stalks display the blossoms 
to perfection; occasional branching. BM '83 ................................................................... $5.00 

LITILE ROCK SKIES (Chowning, '80) 28" L. Light blue-green. Golden line signals. 
Very vigorous. HM '82 ..................................................................................................... $5.00 

LOCKETT'S LUCK (Thibault, '47) 30" E-M. Tailored, open form, flesh-to-mauve pink. 
Large diamond-shaped signals outlined in maroon. Extremely hard to find. Very limited sup-
ply. HM '50. Collected. ................................................................................................ ... $10.00 

LOUISE ARNY (Amy, '56) 36" M-L. Used extensively in breeding the modem Louisiana 
irises. Pale red-lavender with crests rimmed dadc lavender. MSD '61 ............................. $5.00 

LOUISIANA TEDDY BEAR (Amy, '76) 24" M. Distinctive low-growing copper-
brown blend with golden line signals. BM '79. COFFEE DRIP X DEAN LEE ............. $5.00 

LSU BEAUTY (Kimbrough, '59) 37" M. Beautiful, pendant form. Salmon pink with 
slightly darker veining. Light chartreuse line crests. One of our most anticipated blooms 
each spring. Simple elegance and vigorous growth. BC '59. PEGGY MAC X Young's 
Coulee Yellow ................................................................................................................... $5 00 

MAC FOLIO (Amy, '69) 30" M. Tyrian rose. Rose-colored style anns with long, narrow 
green triangle at base. Rounded yellow crests. BC '64. I. brevicaulis seedling (lavender) X 
W.B. MACMILLAN ......................................................................................................... $5.00 

MAC'S BLUE HEAVEN (MacMillan, '73) 30" M. Once you have seen this beautiful 
iris you will always remember it. Full, cool violet with snowy white style anns. Golden sig-
nals. Vigorous. See pg. 33, The Louisiana Iris. HM '77 .................................................. $5.00 

MALIBU MAGIC (Taylor, J.C., '91) 43" M. Ruffled, light violet-blue, veined dadcer, 
with standards a full shade lighter than falls. Yellow-green crests on white spray pattern. 
White style anns are striped and tipped violet-blue. Excellent growth and branching. Very 
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limited supply. HC (Aust.) '89. FLIGHT OF FANf ASY X HELEN NAISH .............. $30.00 

MARGARET HUNTER (MacMillan, '74) 36" E. Ruffled light violet to lavender-pink. 
Multi-budded branched stalks ........................................................................................... $5.00 

MARIE CAILLET (Conger, '63) 38" M-L. Very popular in hybridizing and widely 
grown. Superl> deep blue-violet Falls slightly ruffled, broad and rounded. Distinctive bright 
golden signals. Vigorous. MSD '70. ACADIAN X W.B. MACMILLAN ...................... $5.00 

MARIE DOLORES (Haymon, '88) 40" E. Ruffled white, slightly veined orange with 
orange signals and creamy white style anns. Pronounced sweet fragrance. A top-of-the-line 
white. ACADIAN WlilTE X ILA NUNN ........................................................................ $7.50 

MARIE'S CHOICE (Haymon, '88) 33" M. Lightly ruffled rosy lavender-pink with dark
er veining. Standards lighter than falls. Large, bright yellow signals. Beautiful stalks, five 
positions and branching common. Vigorous. Limited supply. CHARJOY'S JAN X CHAR-
LIE'S TRESS .................................................................................................................. $12.50 

MARIO MAMALAKIS (Amy, '76) 36" M. Lightly ruffled pwple. Large, bright yellow 
signals. Full-overlapping segments, somewhat recurved. BLUE DUKE X ROY AL LADY .... 
$5.00 

MARJORIE BRUMMITT (Chowning, '77) 20" E. Standards light nasturtium red. 
Falls ruby red with orange signals. AM (RBS) '67, HM '78 ........................................... $5.00 

MAROON MONARCH (Sloan, '85) 40" M. Full red-violet with yellow infusion in 
standards. Yellow signals on white spray, red-violet style anns. BAYOU CANDELABRA 
X DR. DORMON .............................................................................................................. $6 00 

MARY DUNN (Hager, '74) 24" M. Palest orchid-violet with yellow signals. MSD '77. 
SIDNEY CONGER X HER lilGHNESS ......................................................................... $5.00 

MARY G. (Ostheimer, '91) Rose-pink with yellow signals on white ground. Broad, overlap-
ping 6" flowers. Four bud positions. Vigorous. nns I LOVE X Unknown .................. $25.00 

MARY MAG (Granger, '64) 28" M. Purple bitone. Yellow signals edged red-purple. 
ROYAL LADY X GEE WIIIZ ......................................................................................... $5.00 

MAY ROY (Granger, '72) 24" M. Standards pale pwple-pink flushed over white back
ground. Falls light pwple-pink, dalker around yellow signals. Vigorous, compact growth. 
See pg. 165, The Louisiana Iris. HM '74. BRAMBLE QUEEN X KING OF CLUBS ... $5.00 

MAY THIBEAUX (Amy, '87) 30" M. Full medium yellow with bright yellow signals on 
6 1/l," flowers. Vigorous. MARTIN REDMOND X FADING BEAlITY ..................... $10.00 

MEDORA WILSON (Changer, '72) 36" M. Pink bitone with medium pink falls darker 
than standards. Green-yellow signals. HM '75. (BRAMBLE QUEEN X pink seedling) X 
ANGEL SKIN ................................................................................................................... $5 00 

MELON TIME (Morgan, '86) 38" M-L Bright melon-red with green-yellow line signals. 
Good bud count and stalks. Vigorous. F.A.C. MCCULLA X MISS ARKANSAS ..•..... $7.50 

MENTIDA (Norris, '81) 38" M. Tailored, velvety deep cobalt blue-violet with bright yellow 
crests outlined in da!kest black-pwple. Falls broad and flaring, standards held semi-erect 
Self-coloied style anns edged white ................................................................................. $5.00 

MERRY WHIRL (Amy, '81) 36" M. Rosy lavender with yellow line signals. LOUISE 
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LAVENDER RUFFLES -MAL 

ARNY X KING CALCASIEU ............................... . 

MISS ARKANSAS (Chowning, '78) 30" M. Cai 
in hybridizing. Limited supply. HM '80. (/. nelsoi 
LAN ......................................................................... . 

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER (Dunn, '85) 34' . 
golden spray on falls. Lime-green signals. Golden 
AM '91. (ILA NUNN X HER HIGHNESS) X Am 

MONUMENT (Dunn, '78) 34"-36' M. Lightly ru1 
creamy style anns. Nicely placed flowers of good ! 

some branching. MSD '84. CHARLIE'S MICHELI 

MRS. IRA NELSON (Amy, '69) 36" M-L. Lai 
yellow signals and lavender style arms. See pg. 16S 
ARNY X G.W. HOLLEYMAN .............................. . 

MRS. MAC (Amy, '63) 36" M. Pale violet-blue, 
from large, yellow signals. HM '65. LOUISE ARN 

MULBERRY MOUSSE (Conger, '60) 38" M 
ry. CAROGINIA X BAYOU GLORY ................... . 

MYRA ARNY (Amy '69) 42" M. Standards palest 
heavily flushed rhodamine pink. Cream-colored st 
line signals. HM '73. LOUISE ARNY X MISTIS .. 

NAUGHTY LADY (Ghio, '73) 40" E-M. Red· 
KA1HERINE L. CORNAY X BLACK WIDOW ... 

NECHES ROYALTY (Faggard, '84) 36" E. Ful 
darker falls. Violet style anns. Broad, overlapJ 
PEGALETTA .......................................................... . 

NEW COMER (Holleyman, G., '65) 42" M-L. 
lighter than falls. Yellow signals on creamy whi1 



GHf OF FANfASY X HELEN NAISH .............. $30.00 

•Millan, '74) 36" E. Ruffled light violet to lavender-pink . 
................................................................................... $5.00 

3) 38" M-L. Very popular in hybridizing and widely 
alls slightly ruffled, broad and rounded. Distinctive bright 
. ACADIAN X W.B. MACMILLAN ...................... $5.00 

'88) 40'' E. Ruffled white, slightly veined orange with 
le arms. Pronounced sweet fragrance. A top-of-the-line 

........................................................................ $7.SO 

88) 33" M. Lightly ruffled rosy lavender-pink with dark
falls. Large, bright yellow signals. Beautiful stalks, five 
Vigorous. I..imited supply. CHARJOY'S JAN X CHAR-
................................................................................. $ll.SO 

'76) 36" M. Lightly ruffled pwple. Large, bright yellow 
, somewhat recurved. BLUE DUKE X ROY AL LADY .... 

Clowning, '77) 20" E. Standards light nasturtium red. 
AM (RBS) '67, HM '78 ........................................... $5.00 

m, '85) 40" M. Full red-violet with yellow infusion in 
e spray, red-violet style arms. BAYOU CANDELABRA 
.................................................................................... ~00 

M. Palest orchid-violet with yellow signals. MSD '77. 
!NESS ......................................................................... $5.00 

~ with yellow signals on white ground. Broad, overlap-
L Vigorous. TIIlS I LOVE X Unknown .................. $25.00 

" M. Purple bitone. Yellow signals edged red-purple. 
.................................................................................... $500 

L Standards pale pwple-pink flushed over white back
ubr around yellow signals. Vigorous, compact growth. 

~

'74. BRAMBLE QUEEN X KING OF CLUBS ... $5.00 

M. Full medium yellow with bright yellow signals on 
REDMOND X FADING BEAlITY ..................... $10.00 

'72) 36" M. Pink bitone with medium pink falls darker 
ala. HM '75. (BRAMBLE QUEEN X pink seedling) X 

~ M-L·- =Ion-..d

0

witl: g=n-ycllow line·;:: 
~ 

F.A.C. MCCULLA X MISS ARKANSAS ........ $7.SO 

ored, velvety deep cobalt blue-violet with bright yellow 
le. Falls broad and flaring, standards held semi-erect. l ................................................................................. $5.00 

" M. Rosy lavender with yellow line signals. LOUISE 

MALIBU MAGIC 

ARNY X KING CALCASIEU ......................................................................................... $5.00 

MISS ARKANSAS (Chowning, '78) 30" M. Carnelian red with gold signals. Much-used 
in hybridizing. Limited supply. HM '80. (/. nelsonii X I. brevicaulis) X W.B. MACMIL-
LAN ................................................................................................................................... $7.SO 

MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER (Dunn, '85) 34' M. Lightly ruffled, rusty brown. Large 
golden spray on falls. Lime-gRCn signals. Golden yellow style arms flushed rusty brown . 
AM '91. (ILA NUNN X HER HIGHNESS) X ANN CHOWNING ................................ ~.00 

MONUMENT (Dunn, '78) 34"-36" M. Lightly ruffled warm white with yellow signals and 
creamy style arms. Nicely placed flowers of good substance. Average of five bud positions, 
some branching. MSD '84. CHARLIE'S MICHELE X ILA NUNN ............................... $5.00 

MRS. IRA NELSON (Amy, '69) 36" M-L. Large, fully-flaring lavender-orchid. Large, 
yellow signals and lavender style arms. See pg. 169, The Louisiana Iris. MSD '73. LOUISE 
ARNY X G.W. HOLLEYMAN ........................................................................................ $5.00 

MRS. MAC (Amy, '63) 36" M. Pale violet-blue, slightly ruffled. Violet veining radiates 
from large, yellow signals. HM '65. LOUISE ARNY X DORA DEY ............................ $5.00 

MULBERRY MOUSSE (Conger, '60) 38" M. Medium lavender, veined bright mulber-
ry. CAROGINIA X BAYOU GLORY ............................................................................. $5.00 

MYRA ARNY (Amy '69) 42" M. Standards palest pink, almost "'!'hite. Slightly ruffled falls 
heavily flushed rhodamine pink. Cream-<:olored style anns with ruffled tips. Small yellow 
line signals. HM '73. LOUISE ARNY X MISTIS ........................................................... $5.00 

NAUGHTY LADY (Ghio, '73) 40" E-M. Red-violet to magenta. Vigorous. HM '75. 
KATIIERINE L. CORNAY X BLACK WIDOW ............................................................ $5.00 

NECHES ROYALTY (Faggard, '84) 36" E. Full violet bitone with somewhat recurved, 
darker falls. Violet style arms. Broad, overlapping segments. PRICE REDMOND X 
PEGALE'ITA .................................................................................................................... $5 00 

NEW COMER (Holleyman, G., '65) 42" M-L. Light violet veined darker. Standards 
lighter than falls. Yellow signals on creamy white ground. Self style arms with creamy 
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white midrib. BM '68. STORM SIGNAL X WHEELHORSE ........................................ $5.00 

NEW OFFERING (Davis, '58) 40" M-L. Dm blue-violet, heavily veined violet with 
chartreuse haft mmings. MSD '63. FLAT TOP XI. giganticaeru/ea ........................... $5. 00 

NO DATA (Rowlan, '89) 29" M-L. Open, slightly recurved deep full violeL Yellow-green 
line signals. Nice, strong stalks, vigorous ......................................................................... $7.50 

NOBLE MOMENT (Morgan, '87) 32" M. Lovely mid-blue with yellow signals displayed 
on white ground. Nice bud count and stalks. Vigorous. One of our favorites. WINTER'S 
VEIL X TRU-GLO ........................................................................................................... $6.00 

OATH (Ghio, '78) 36" L. Standards blue-pwple. Falls velvety blue-purple with yellow sig-
nals. HM '80. BLUE SHIElD X PLEDGE ..................................................................... $5.00 

OLD SOUTH (Dunn, '86) 26" M. Lightly ruffled warm ivory cream, veined and washed 
light violeL Yellow line signals. Style arms violet with midrib and creamy white tips. BM 
'89. (ILA NUNN X HER lilGHNESS) X CARMEN ...................................................... $7.50 

OLIVIER MONETTE (MacMillan, '74) 30" M-L. Large 8" daJk red-violet flowers have 
broad, flaring segments. Yellow line signals and large, fluted style arms. BM '77 ......... $5.00 

OUR PARRIS (Carroll, '90) 36" E-M. Ruffled, soft apricot pink blended with cream. 
Lighter standards. Large yellow signals. Creamy style arms dusted with pink speckles. AM 
(Aust.) '88. (MARIE CAILLET X GYPSY MOON) X MYRA ARNY ...........•........... $20.00 

PAM TRUSCOTT (Amy, '71) 36" M-L. Lightly ruffled, deep blue-pwple, semi-flaring to 
flat fonn. Bright yellow line signals. Self-colored style arms. BM '7 4 ........................... $5.00 

PARADE MUSIC (Morgan, '86) 30" EM. Lightly ruffled, rich daJk red. Standards slight
ly lighter than falls. Broad, rounded floral segments virtually equal in size, edged golden 
tan. Bright, yellow-orange signals on standards and falls. See pg. 173, The Louisiana Iris. 
TOWN COUNCil., X SHINES BRIGHTLY .................................................................... $7.50 

PATIBNT REWARD (Taylor, J.C., '87) 30" M. Tailored mid-pink with light-colored 
reverse. Flowers are flared, with heavy substance. Yellow signals. Moderate increase. Very 
limited supply. ANN CHOWNING X CLARA GOULA ............................................... $10.00 

PEGALETTA (Holleyman, G., '63) 36" E-M-L. Light pwple with large, deep yellow sig-
nals. Very vigorous. BM '65. PEGGY MAC X HOLLE'ITA ......................................... $5 00 

PEGGY MAC (MacMillan, R43) 30"-36" M. It has been said that this is the most beautiful 
of all the collected irises. Used heavily in hybridizing. Pendant fonn, magenta rose. Distinc-
tive golden line signals. See pg. 13, The Louisiana Iris. I. nelsonii-type flowers ............ $5.00 

PERFECT MATCH (Taylor, J.C., '90) 51" M. Lightly ruffled rose-magenta bitone. Stan
dards lighter than falls. Yellow signals and yellow-green crests. Light green style arms 
tipped light rose-magenta. Limited supply. HC (Aust.) '88 ........................................... $17.50 

PETITE AND SWEET (Chowning, '86) 12" L. Pure snow white. I. brevicau/is XI. bre-
vicaulis ............................................................................................................................... $6 00 

PINK JOY ROBERTS (Roberts, R54) 15" L. Rose pink veined dmer on falls. Yellow 
signals displayed on white spray. (Collected by great grandfather of registrant when Acadi-
ans landed in Louisiana) ...................................•................................................................ $5.00 

PINK POETRY (Rowlan, '88) 29" M. Ruffled shell pink with large yellow signals. 
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PARADE MUSIC PRESII 

Creamy white style arms and shell pink crests. Vi1 
VEIL .......................................................................... . 

PLANTATION BEAU {Dunn, '85) 38" M. R~ 
around lime-green crests. Violet style arms. HM '81 
NELSON) X DARK TIDE ....................................... . 

Plum Good (Nelson, '51) Not registered with AJS. 
Open form with good substance. Large, bright golde 
ing garden iris. BC '50 ............................................. . 

POMP AND GLORY (Chowning, R55) 18" u 
large golden signals. (I. brevicaulis X CA1HEDRAI 

PRESIDENT HEDLEY (Mertzweiller, '80) 32"· 
with slight cinnamon brown shading on falls. Still 
Japanese irises. Yellow orange crests. See pg. 60, 71 
LEYMAN X ((58-69 X BELLE LOU) X (54-24 
BAYOU SUNSE'I) ................................................... . 

PRICE REDMOND (Amy, '70) 36" M-L Sho"' 
yellow signals. BM '75. I. brevicau/is "lavender" X 

PRISTINE BEAUTY (Chowning, '60) 16" L. Sn 
shadings. Golden signals. Vigorous. (/. brevicau/is 
caulis XI. ne/sonii) .................................................. . 

PROFESSOR CLAUDE* (Mertzweiller, '75) 
nals. Large, flat, overlapping 6" flowers. Vigorous ... 

PROFESSOR ELLIS* (Mertzweiller, '87) 40"
daJk violet. Green-yellow signals on cream ground ... 

PROFESSOR IKE* (Mertzweiller, '75) 44" M. 
Large, flat, overlapping, 6"-6 1/2" flowers. Vigorous 

PROFESSOR JIM* (Mertzweiller, '87) 38"-42" 



NAL X WHEELHORSE ........................................ $5.00 

40" M-L. Dan: blue-violet, heavily veined violet with 
. FLAT TOP X /. giganticderulea ........................... $5. 00 

•. Open, slightly m:urved deep full violet. Yellow-green 
rous ......................................................................... $7.SO 

) 32" M. Lovely mid-blue with yellow signals displayed 
and stalks. Vigorous. One of our favorites. WINTER'S 
.................... ............................................................... $6.00 

1 blue-purple. Falls velvety blue-purple with yellow sig-FE ..................................................................... $5.00 

Lightly ruffled warm ivory cream, veined and washed 
le anns violet with midrib and creamy white tips. HM 

>l' S) X CARMEN ...................................................... $7.SO 

Ulan, '74) 30" M-L. Large 8" daik red-violet flowers have 
e signals and large, fluted style arms. HM '77 ......... $5.00 

• E-M. Ruffled, soft apricot pink blended with cream. 
als. Creamy style arms dusted with pink speckles. AM 

GYPSY MOON) X MYRA ARNY ....................... $20.00 

"M-L. Lightly ruffled, deep blue-pwple, semi-flaring to 
. Self-colored style arms. HM '74 ........................... $5.00 

30" EM. Lightly ruffled, rich daik red. Standards slight
floral segments virtually equal in size, edged golden 

on standards and falls. See pg. 173, The Louisiana Iris. 
UGH'IL Y •......•....•.....•••...••.••..•.........•......•........•.•••...••. $7.SO 

J.C., '87) 30" M. Tailored mid-pink with light-colored 
vy substance. Yellow signals. Moderate increase. Very 

"X CLARA GOULA ............................................... $10.00 

63) 36" E-M-L. Light pwple with large, deep yellow sig-
y MAC X HOll.E'liA ...•........................•............ $5 00 

30"-36" M. It has been said that this is the most beautiful 
ruy in hybridizing. Pendant fonn, magenta rose. Distinc
• The Louisiana Iris. [. nelsonii-type flowers •........... $5.00 

C., '90) 51" M. Lightly ruffled rose-magenta bitone. Stan-
·gnals and yellow-green crests. Light green style arms 
supply. HC (Aust.) '88 ........................................... $17.SO 

· g, '86) 12" L. Pure snow white. /. brevicauli.s XI. bre-
..................................................................................... $600 

, R54) 15" L. Rose pink veined daiker on falls. Yellow 
(Collected by great grandfather of registrant when Acadi-
........................................................................... .......... $5.00 

I 29" M. Ruffled shell pink with large yellow signals. 

PARADE MUSIC PRESIDENT HEDLEY 

Creamy white style arms and shell pink crests. Vigorous. BRYCE LEIGH X WINlER'S 
VEIL ............................................. ..................................................................................... $7.SO 

PLANTATION BEAU (Dunn, '85) 38" M. Ruffled, smooth violet with deeper coloring 
around lime-green crests. Violet style arms. HM '87. (QUEEN O' QUEENS X MRS. IRA 
NELSON) X DARK TIDE ................................................................................................ $5.00 

Plum Good (Nelson, '51) Not registered with AIS. 30" E. Velvety plum red veined darker. 
Open fonn with good substance. Large, bright golden signals on white ground An outstand-
ing garden iris. HC '50 ..... ....................................................... .......................................... $5.00 

POMP AND GLORY (Chowning, R55) 18" L. Small-flowered imperial pwple with 
large golden signals. (/. brevicaulis X CATIIEDRAL BLUE) X HAILE SELASSIE ..... $5.00 

PRESIDENT HEDLEY (Met1zweiller, '80) 32"-34" E. Lightly ruffled, colorfast yellow 
with slight cinnamon brown shading on falls. Stunning, fully recurved flowers resemble 
Japanese irises. Yellow orange crests. See pg. 60, The Louisiana Iris. AM '87. G.W. HOL
LEYMAN X ((58-69 X BELLE LOU) X (54-24 X UPSTART)) X (PEGGY MAC X 
BAYOU SUNSE'I) ........................................................................ .-.................................. $7.SO 

PRICE REDMOND (Amy, '70) 36" M-L. Showy, slightly ruffled magenta-rose. Bright 
yellow signals. HM '75. /. brevicaulis "lavender'' X W.B. MACMILLAN .................... $5.00 

PRISTINE BEAUTY (Chowning, '60) 16" L. Small ultramarine flowers with royal blue 
shadings. Golden signals. Vigorous. (/. brevicaulis X CATHEDRAL BLUE) X (/. brevi-
caulis X /. nelsonii) ............................................................................................ ............... $5.00 

PROFESSOR CLAUDE* (Mer1zweiller, '75) 34" M. Red-violet with bright yellow sig-
nals. Large, flat, overlapping 6" flowers. Vigorous ............................................. ............. $5.00 

PROFESSOR ELLIS* (Met1zweiller, '87) 40"-44" E. Lightly ruffled blue-violet, veined 
daik violet. Green-yellow signals on cream ground .......................................................... $7.50 

PROFESSOR IKE* (Mertzweiller, '75) 44" M. Red-violet with bright yellow signals. 
Large, flat, overlapping, 6"-6 1/2" flowers. Vigorous ...................................................... $5.00 

PROFESSOR JIM* (Met1zweiller, '87) 38"-42" E. Medium red, veined daik red-violet. 
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Standards slightly lighter than falls. Bright yellow signals. See pg. 56, The Louisiana Iris. 
HM '89. PROFESSOR IKE• X chimera of WHEELHORSE ....................................... $10.00 

PROFESSOR PAUL* (Mertzweiller, '82) 29"-31" M-L. Pale lavender with falls veined 
slightly darker. Yellow crests. Green arms infused lavender. A nice break from the daiker 
tetraploids. Vigorous and dependable. See pg. 57, The Louisiana Iris ............................. $1.50 

PROFESSOR SIGMUND• (Mertzweiller, '89) 35"-39" M. Darlc red-violet with bril-
liant yellow signals. Outstanding garden performance ................................................... $15.00 

PUTTYT AT (Arny, '58) 28" M. Monet blue with yellow crests and near-white style arms 
tipped blue. Compact growth habits. See pg. 64, The Louisiana Iris. HM '58. DORA DEY 
X self .......................................................................... ....................................................... $5.00 

RAGIN' CAJUN* (Durio, K., '81) 36" M. Very daJk violet with thin, creamy-yellow edg
ing on standards and falls. Falls lightly ruffled. Slightly recurved 6" flowers. Yellow signals. 
HM '83. PRO.ElESSOR CLAUDE• X Self ....................................................................... $9.00 

REBECCA GARBER (Granger, '78) 35" M. White standards with blue line down 
midrib. Falls blue-pwple. Chartreuse style arms. HM '82. BRAMBLE QUEEN X pink 
seedling).X ANGEL SKIN ................................................................................................ $5.00 

RED ECHO (Rowlan, '84) 36" E-M-L. Bright red bitone. Light red standards streaked 
daiker. Falls daiker at midnb. Scarlet red style arms and crests. Open form with rounded 
falls. Very vigorous. AM '90. TARNISHED BRASS XI.fulva ...................................... $5.00 

RENEWED FRIENDSHIP (Faggard, '87) 38" E. Lavender-rose with gol~ crests. Dark-
er lavender-rose style arms. Stalks typically carry five double-budded positions ............ $5.00 

RHETT (Dunn, '83) 30" M. Mahogany red with velvety falls. Yellow line crests. MSDM 
'91. CREOLE FLAME X MONUMENT ......................................................................... $5.00 

ROLL CALL (MacMillan, '76) 30" M-L. Light violet standards. Full violet falls. Green-
gold crests on white ground. Green style arms tipped violet. HM '79 ............................. $5.00 

ROSE CARTWHEEL (Granger, '80) 18" M. Nice, low growing ro~olored flowers. 
All falls, no standards. Golden-yellow signals. Limited supply. HM '83 ........................ $5.00 

ROSEBERY (Taylor, J.C., '88) 43" M-L. Standards white, veined yellow-green at midrib. 
Falls pale yellow with yellow-green veins radiating from gold-green crests. Soft green style 
arms tipped yellow. Ruffled, full overlapping flowers. Exceptional stalks and bud count. 
Limited supply. KOORA WA 1HA X LUCILE HOLLEY .............................................. $15.00 

ROYAL LADY (Holleyman, G., '(,()) 54" M. Wisteria pwple with a decided silver cast. 
Darlcer veining radiates into falls from golden signals and orange~yellow crests. HM '60. 
WHEELHORSE X HER IDGHNESS .............................................................................. $5.00 

ROYAL VELOUR (Conger, '54) 30"-36" M. Velvety, deep red-violet with falls veined 
black-pwple. Golden crests. HM '56. ROSES AND WINE X PEGGY MAC ................ $5.00 

RUTH HOLLEYMAN (Holleyman, G., '54) 50"-ro" M-L. Large soft blue with orange
yellow crests on white ground. 43 Chromosomes. Collected in Cameron Parish, Louisiana. 
HM '55. I. giganticaerulea ............................................................................................... $5.00 

SAMURAI WISH* (Chenoweth, '87) 36" M. Standards amber-white with light red-violet 
veining and midrib. Falls light red-violet with large yellow signals. A real color break in 
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tetraploids. PROFESSOR IKE• X PROFESSOR 

SAN DOMENICO (Taylor, J.C., '87) 39" E-M. B 
nals. Soft green style arms tipped with white. Limit 

SAUCY MINX (Dormon, c., R49) 34" M. Soft te 
splotching. Dark red crests and style arms. Open 
CAJAN JOYEUSE X NEW ORLEANS .................. . 

SAUTERNE• (Durio, K., '82) 30"-36" M-L. Light 
in standards. Golden signals and yellow-green cres 
Broad rounded segments. PROFESSOR CLAUDE• 

SCAMP (Arny, '73) 42" M-L Medium red with · 
LOUISE ARNY X BAYOU CO MUS ...................... . 

SEA KNIGHT (Morgan, '85) 20"-25" E-M. VeIJ 
attention-getter. Excellent garden habits. NEW OFF} 

SEA PEARL (Arny, '78) 24" M. Light gray-blue, 
low signals. ELLENE ROCKWELL X CLYDE, 

SEA WISP (Rowlan, '84) 36" M. Stunningly beat 
yellow signals on white ground. Vigorous. HM '87. 
$5.00 

SECRET SPELL (Arny, '83) 30" M. Ruffled 
Superb stalks, frequently branched. CL YOE REDM 

SIDNEY CONGER (MacMillan, '69) 30''-40" E 
and dependable. HM '70 .......................................... .. 

SIDOUX LEJEUNE (MacMillan, '74) 30" M. La, 

SIMPLE MELODY (Morgan, '84) 42" M. 
Style arms yellow with red flush. BC '83. F.A.C. M 



s. Bright yellow signals. See pg. 56, The Louisiana Iris. 
. era ofWHEELHORSE ....................................... $10.00 

remer, '82) 29"-31" M-L. Pale lavender with falls veined 
i:een arms infused lavender. A nice break from the da.Ik:er 

le. See pg. 57, The Louisiana Iris ............................. $1.50 

Mertzweiller, '89) 35"-39" M. Dau: red-violet with bril-
arden peifonnance ................................................... $15.00 

Monet blue with yellow crests and near-white style anns 
·ts. See pg. 64, The Louisiana Iris. HM '58. DORA DEY 

...................................................................................... $500 

81) 36" M. Very daik: violet with thin, creamy-yellow edg
y ruffled. Slightly recurved 6" flowers. Yellow signals. 

• X Self ....................................................................... $9.00 

ger, '78) 35" M. White standards with blue line down 
use style anns. HM '82. BRAMBLE QUEEN X pink 

...................................................................................... $5.00 

E-M-L. Bright red bitone. Light red standards streaked 
cadet red style anns and crests. Open fonn with rounded FHED BRASS XI. falva ...................................... $5.00 

Faggard, '87) 38" E. Lavender-rose with gol~ crests. Dark-
s typically carry five double-budded positions ............ $5.00 

logany red with velvety falls. Yellow line ci:csts. MSDM 

l;'-L. Light. violet .standards .. Full. violet falls .. G:: 

n style arms tipped violet BM '79 ............................. $5.00 

:er, '80) 18" M. Nice, low growing rose-colored flowers. 
llow signals. Limited supply. BM '83 ........................ $5.00 

13" M-L. Standards white, veined yellow-green at midrib. 

f 
n veins radiating from gold-gi:cen crests. Soft green style 
overlapping flowers. Exceptional stalks and bud count. 
X LUCILE HOLLEY .............................................. $15.00 

, '(,()) 54" M. Wisteria pwple with a decided silver cast. 
&om golden signals and orange~yellow crests. BM '60. 

BSS .............................................................................. $500 

~) 30"-36" M. Velvety, deep red-violet with falls veined 
'56. ROSES AND WINE X PEGGY MAC ................ $5.00 

man, G., '54) 50"-00" M-L. Large soft blue with orange
a Chromosomes. Collected in Cameron Parish, Louisiana. 
.................................................................................... $5.00 

, '87) 36" M. Standards amber-white with light red-violet 
-violet with large yellow signals. A real color break in 

PROFESSOR JIM PROFESSOR PAUL 

tetraploids. PROFESSOR IKE* X PROFESSOR ELLIS* ............................................... $9.00 

SAN DOMENICO (Taylor, J.C., '87) 39" E-M. Pure milky-white with bright yellow sig-
nals. Soft green style anns tipped with white. Limited supply . ....................................... $15.00 

SAUCY MINX (Dormon, C., R49) 34" M. Soft terra-cotta red with da.Ik:er red veining and 
splotching. Dark red crests and style anns. Open form, semi-erect standards. MSD '54. 
CAJAN JOYEUSE X NEW ORLEANS .......................................................................... $5.00 

SAUTERNE* (Durio, K., '82) 30"-36" M-L. Lightly ruffled yellow with flush of lavender 
in standards. Golden signals and yellow-green crests. Style arms yellow with violet flush. 
Broad rounded segments. PROFESSOR CLAUDE* X self ............................................. $9.00 

SCAMP (Arny, '73) 42" M-L Medium red with light yellow signals. Vigorous. BM '75. 
LOUISE ARNY X BAYOU COMUS .............................................................................. $5.00 

SEA KNIGHT (Morgan, '85) 20"-25" E-M. Very dalk: blue with orange signals. A i:cal 
attention-getter. Excellent garden habits. NEW OFFERING X CLYDE REDMOND .... $7.50 

SEA PEARL (Arny, '78) 24" M. Light gray-blue with lighter style arms. Large, light yel-
low signals. ELLENE ROCKWELL X CLYDE REDMOND. Limited supply ............... $6.00 

SEA WISP (Rowlan, '84) 36" M. Stunningly beautiful, medium-sized wisteria blue with 
yellow signals on white ground. Vigorous. BM '87. F.A.C. MC CULLA X DIXIE DEB ....... 
$5.00 

SECRET SPELL (Arny, '83) 30" M. Ruffled blue-violet with large yellow signals. 
Superb stalks, frequently branched. CLYDE REDMOND X ELLENE ROCKWELL .... $5.00 

SIDNEY CONGER (MacMillan, '69) 30''-40" E-M-L. White and cream blend. Vigorous 
and dependable. BM '70 ................................................................................................... $5.00 

SIDOUX LEJEUNE (MacMillan, '74) 30" M. Lavender with white underlay ........... $5.00 

SIMPLE MELODY (Morgan, '84) 42" M. Full red bitone with large yellow signals. 
Style anns yellow with red flush. BC '83. F.A.C. MC CULLA X ANN CHOWNING .$6.00 
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SINFONIETTA (Raabe, '86) 33" E. Ruffled, mid to light gentian blue with bold yellow 
crests and soft yellow signals on white ground. Self-colored style anns have white midrib. A 
supem iris. See pg. 64, The Louisiana Iris. HM '90. BETIIANY DOUGLAS X (CLARA 
GOULA X GATEWOOD PRINCFSS) ............................................................................ $7.50 

SOUTHERN LADY (Dunn, '84) 34" M. Light orchid-lavender accented by lime-yellow 
signals. Vigorous with nice clumping habits. HM 'tr7. MONUMENT X self .......... , ...... $5.00 

SOUTHERNER (Ghio, 81) 36" M. Ochre gold with falls washed rusty red, deepening at 
edge. Yellow signals. BM '85: CHARLIE'S KAREN X CAJUN CAPER ..................... $6.00 

SPANISH SUNSET (Rowlan, '87) 36" M. Ruffled, Spanish orange bitone with large, 
showy yellow signals. Vigorous growth and nice stalks. MARY DUNN X VALENCIA 
V ANrrY ............................................................................................................................. $7.50 

STARRY DUSK (Betts, '81) 41" E. Dark pwple-violet standards and dark violet falls with 
silver-flecked signals. PEGALE'ITA X KA1HERINE L. CORNAY .............................. $5.00 

STRANGE ROMANCE (Campbell, '81) 36" E-M. Dark red-pwple standards with 
lighter falls and yellow-gold signals. Vigorous. BM '83. MRS. IRA NELSON X ANN 
CIIOWNING ..................................................................................................................... $5.00 

STREAKER (MacMillan, '76) 42" M. Daik violet-pwple with some violet veining on falls. 
Prominent golden crests on white ground. BM '79 .......................................................... $5.00 

SUMMER MINSTREL (Raabe, '87) 44" M. Lightly ruffled magenta-rose bitone. E.C. 
EVERINGHAM X BUFFAROON ................................................................................. $10.00 

SUN DREAM (faylor, J.C., '87) 33" E-M. Ruffled yellow with yellow-gold veining. Gold
en crests and yellow style anns. Non-fading flowers have good substance and are perfectly 
displayed. Stalks have double-budded and branched positions. Vigorous. DURAL ClIARM 
X CLARA GOULA ......................................................................................................... $10.00 

SUN FLARE (Haymon, '90) 40" E. Ruffled medium yellow with yellow-green veining 
radiating from signal. Yellow signals and yellow-green crests. Flared recurved falls and 
upright standards. One of the prettiest yellows ever introduced. Limited supply. (VALERA 
X FADING BEAUTY) X CIIARJOY'S MIKE ............................................................. $17.SO 

SUN FURY (Arny, '80) 30" M-L. Lightly ruffled yellow bitone. Gold veining radiates into 
falls from bright yellow signals. Yellow-green style arms. Moderate increase. HM '83. 
MAR11N REDMOND X yellow seedling ........................................................................ $5.00 

SUNNY EPISODE (Rowlan, '84) 37" M. Bright yellow with yellow-green veining radiat
ing from yellow green crests. Vigorous. See pg. 52, ~e Louisiana Iris. AM '89. WALTER 
DUPREE, ID X MISSEY REVELEY ............................................................................... $6.00 

SWAMP FLAME (Mertzweiller, '87) 34"-3T' M. Light orange standards veined red. Falls 
daik orange-red with large golden-yellow signals. Red-yellow blended style arms. Lightly 
ruffled, full-overlapping recurved flowers. Our favorite in this color class. Vigorous. MAR-
SHA SUE X orange-blend seedling .................................................................................. $7.50 

Swamp Giant (Nelson. '49) Not registered with AIS. 40" M. Daik violet to blue-pwple 
with yellow dagger signals. Open form. Very vigorous. J. ne/sonii red X J. giganticaeru/ea 
alba .................................................................................................................................... $5.00 

SWISS CHALET (Taylor, J.C., '87) 55" E-M. Lightly ruffled white with light green style 
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ROSEBURY SINFOI 

anns. Perfect branching. Flowers tend to open in mt 
Limited supply. CIIARLIE'S GINNY X CLARA GC 

TARNISHED BRASS (Chowning, '66) Soft hem 
green crests outlined deepest henna extended dowi 
anns. HM '69. (MARYS. DEBAILLON X CAJ 

THE KAHN (Dormon, C., R49) 34" E. Black-viole 
'55. HAil.,E SELASSIE X CARDINALIS .............. . 

TOMATO BISQUE (Morgan, '87) 32"-36" M. 1 
LITILE MISS SIMS X GOLD RESERVE ............. . 

TRANQUIL SPIRIT (faylor, J.C., '88) 31" M 
mauve influences. Yellow-green crests. Well-brancl 
in multiples. Limited supply. C'EST SI BON X KO · 

TRESSIE COOK (Arny, '62) 42" M. Pale oran1 
trimmed with orange. Broad rounded falls. BM '63. 
$5.00 

TWIRLING BALLERINA (Rowlan, '88) 35' 
cardinal-red signals. Very different and attractive 
ROLL CALL X CLYDE REDMOND ..................... . 

UPBEAT (Rowlan, '89) 35" M-L. White with ch~ 
into falls from green crests. Standard midrib vein 
(MRS. IRA NELSON X GYPSY MOON) X ILA N 

URALBA GOLD (Raabe, '80) 26" M. Ruffled , 
dards heavily veined. Yellow crests and style anns. 
CENT CITY X E.H. MARTYN) ............................ . 

VERMILION TREASURE (Haymon, '88) 39' 
ver serrated edge on falls. Large, showy yellow sigq 
occasional branching. DELTA PRINCE X ANN CH 



3" E. Ruffled, mid to light gentian blue with bold yellow 
white ground. Self-colored style anns have white midrib. A 
·nana Iris. HM '90. BE'IHANY DOUGLAS X (CLARA 

S) ............................................................................ $7.50 

84) 34" M. Light orchid-lavender accented by lim~yellow 
ping habits. HM 'tr7. MONUMENT X self ................. $5.00 

' M. Ochre gold with falls washed rusty 11:d, deepening at 
CHARLIE'S KAREN X CAJUN CAPER ..................... $6.00 

, '87) 36" M. Ruffled, Spanish orange bitone with large, 
s growth and nice stalks. MARY DUNN X VALENCIA 
....................................................................................... $7.50 

" E. Darlc purpl~violet standards and dark violet falls with 
AX KA1HERINE L. CORNAY .............................. $5.00 

pbell, '81) 36" E-M. Dade red-purple standards with 
gnals. Vigorous. HM '83. MRS. IRA NELSON X ANN 
....................................................................................... $5.00 

~2" M. Daik violet-purple with some violet veining oo falls. 
e ground. HM '79 .......................................................... $5.00 

abe, '87) 44" M. Lightly ruffled magenta-rose bitone. E.C. 
,N ................................................................................. $1000 

) 33" E-M. Ruffled yellow with yellow-gold veining. Gold
Non-fading flowers have good substance and are perfectly 
dded and branched positions. Vigorous. DURAL CHARM 
..................................................................................... $1000 

" E. Ruffled medium yellow with yellow-green veining 
· gnals and yellow-green crests. Flared recurved falls and 
ttiest yellows ever introduced. Limited supply. (VALERA 

UOY'S MIKE ............................................................. $17.50 

. Lightly ruffled yellow bitone. Gold veining radiates into 
. Yellow-green style arms. Moderate increase. HM '83. 
seedling ........................................................................ $5 00 

84) 37" M. Bright yellow with yellow-green veining radiat
fgorous. See pg. 52, 17!e Louisiana Iris. AM '89. WALTER 
!LEY ............................................................................... $600 

r, 'tr7) 34"-37" M. Light orange standards veined red. Falls 
n-yellow signals. Red-yellow blended style arms. Lightly 
flowers. Our favorite in this color class. Vigorous. MAR-

ing .................................................................................. $7.50 

e>t registered with AIS. 40" M. Dade violet to blu~purple 
•n form. Very vigorous. I. nelsonii red XI. giganticaerulea 
....................................................................................... $5.00 

., '87) 55" E-M. Lightly ruffled white with light green style 

ROSEBURY SINFONIETTA 

anns. Perfect branching. Flowers tend to open in multiples making it a show-bench favorite . 
Limited supply. CHARLIE'S GINNY X CLARA GOULA ........................................... $10.00 

TARNISHED BRASS (Chowning, '66) Soft henna with light terra-cotta overlay. Yellow
green crests outlined deepest henna extended down fall midrib. Red-yellow blended style 
arms. HM '69. (MARYS. DEBAILLON X CAJAN JOYEUSE) X seedling ................. $5.00 

THE KAHN (Dormon, C., R49) 34" E. Black-violet with large, bright yellow signals. MSD 
'55. HAILE SELASSIE X CARDINALIS ....................................................................... $5.00 

TOMATO BISQUE (Morgan, 'tr7) 32"-36" M. Tomato red with yellow crests. HM '89. 
LITILE MISS SWS X GOLD RESERVE .................................................................... $10.00 

TRANQUIL SPIRIT (Taylor, J.C., '88) 31" M. Lightly ruffled soft mallow pink with 
mauve influences. Yellow-green crests. Well-branched stalks with many buds, tend to open 
in multiples. Limited supply. C'EST SI BON X KOORA WATHA ............................... $15.00 

TRESSIE COOK (Arny, '62) 42" M. Pale orange-yellow with prominent yellow crests 
trimmed with orange. Broad rounded falls. HM '63. LOUISE ARNY X KING'S GOLD ..... . 
$5.00 

TWIRLING BALLERINA (Rowlan, '88) 35" M. Ruffled pearl-pink with distinctive 
cardinal-red signals. Very different and attractive. Blooms profusely and increases well. 
ROLL CALL X CLYDE REDMOND ............................................................................ $10.00 

UPBEAT (Rowlan, '89) 35" M-L. White with chartreuse green cast G11:en veining radiates 
into falls from green crests. Standard midrib veined green. Chartreuse green style arms. 
(MRS. IRA NELSON X GYPSY MOON) X ILA NUNN ............................................. $12.50 

URALBA GOLD (Raabe, '80) 26" M. Ruffled yellow with violet-purple veining. Stan
dards heavily veined. Yellow crests and style arms. HM '82. CRESCENT CITY X (CRES-
CENT CITY X E.H. MARTYN) ...................................................................................... $5.00 

VERMILION TREASURE (Haymon, '88) 39" M. Red-violet veined darker, with sil
ver serrated edge on falls. Large, showy yellow signals on white ground. Five bud positions, 
occasional branching. DEL TA PRINCE X ANN CHOWNING .................................... $12.50 
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VIOLET RAY (Donnon, c., R49) 30" E. Pansy pwple. Broad, slightly ruffled, recurved 
falls with thin silver rim. Light yellow signals on large cream-white spray pattern. Semi
erect standards commonly carry silver rim. Yellow-green style anns brushed and tipped pur
ple. A timeless beauty, worthy of any garden. Vigorous. MSD '53. Large pwple X Old 
Coral .................................................................................................................................. $5.00 

VIRGINIA PLAUCHE (Amy, '91) 36" M. Semi-erect white standards and recurved 
pink falls. Large, light yellow signals. Creamy white style arms. Vigorous, fonns nice 
clumps. MYRA ARNY X Unknown .............................................................................. $20.00 

VOODOO SONG (Rowlan, '89) 30" M-L. Spectrum violet with bright orange crests and 
yellow signals on cream-white ground. Black-purple streak down fall midrib. Vigorous. 
CJIARLIE'S MICliELE X BLACK GAMECOCK ....................................................... $12.SO 

VOW (Ghio, '79) 42" M-L. Blue-violet with turquoise undertone in falls. HM '71. ILA 
NUNN X SUNDOWN SHADOWS ................................................................................. $5.00 

W.B. MACMil.LAN (Conger, '58) 34" M. Red bitone with chrome-yellow signals. Lim-
ited supply. MSD '64. BA YOU GLORY X ACADIAN ................................................ $10.00 

WAKE-UP SUSIE (Haymon, '88) 40" M. Large, slightly ruffled light blue overlaid with 
lavender veining. Signals deep golden-yellow edged in darlt pwple. Vigorous. Destined to 
be a show bench favorite. ACADIAN WHITE X ILA NUNN ....................................... $12.SO 

WHEELHORSE (Dormon, C., '52) 30" M. This rose bitone is in the background of virtu
ally every important Louisiana iris. Standards rose-pink with darker midrib; falls rose. 
Bright yellow signals. Standards held semi-erect with falls recurved. See pg. 13, The 
Louisiana Iris. MSD '58. ROSE OF ABBEVILLE X VIOLET RAY ............................. $5.00 

WINE AND DINE (Taylor, J.C., '90) 51" E. This very tall iris lacks the heavy ruffling so 
typical of the Australian introductions, but is a winner in its own right. Large, richly-col
ored, deep wine-red. Falls slightly darlter. Bright yellow signals. Vigorous. Multi-budded 
stalks. HM (Aust.) '89. MIGHfY RICH X JOHN'S LUCIFER ................................... $15.00 

WINE COOLER* (Durio, K., R83) 24"-30" M. Full to darlt violet-pwple. Falls veined 
deeper. Yellow signals and style anns. Frequently branched. PROFESSOR CLAUDE• X 
PROFESSOR IKE• ...................•..•...••..•.......................................................................... $10.00 

WOOD VIOLET (Dormon, R., R43) 18"-22" M. Dl1Ik blue-violet with inconspicuous yel
low crests. Open form, erect standards and slightly recurved falls. Very vigorous, quickly 
forms a clump. Rhizomes are very small. MSD '56 ......................................................... $5.00 

YELOPONIE (MacMillan, '76) 36" E-M. Ruffled light yellow with yellow-green crests. 
HM '79 .............................................................................................................................. $5.00 
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Terms and Conditio 
Please read carefully and completely befo 

1. Orders postmaiked before August 1, 1992 
Onlers postmaiked August 1, 1992 or later MUST 811! 
equal or greater value in the event we are out of stock 
UNABLE TO ACCEPT ANY ORDER POSTMARKB 

2. Payment in full, including shipping and pacJ 
sales tax) must accompany the order. Sorry, we cannot 
MINIMUM ORDER IS $20. 

3. Shipping, unless air shipment is specified, is 
in Mesquite, Texas. Standard shipping and packing cl 
$5.00; 3-6 rhizomes@ $6.00; 7-10 rhizomes@ $7.00 
ORDERS wrm A SUBTOTAL OF AT LEAST ~ 
FREE (except for any air freight fees). 

If you desire quicker delivery than that provided bJ 
UPS Next Day Air for delivery the next business day £ 
Air for delivery the second business day following ship1 
per rhizome to standard shipping charge; for UPS Seco~ 
standard shipping charges. The extra fee for air shipll1 

subtotal. 
WE CANNOT SHIP TO A POST OFFICE BOX.~ 

ping. An area is provided on the order form for this pUI] 
are unable to provide an exact street address, please notJ 
may give to the delivery service in case they need to coll 

4. Substitutions: For orders postmaiked befoJ 
tions only with your pennission, and we will substi~ 
greater value. Please use the space on the order form ~ 

have in the event we are unable to fill every item on yo] 
1, 1992 or later MUST grant us permission to substitute 
an item or items on your order list. 

5. Extras are included on all orders which allow 
box is checked on the order form. If you want extras, l1 
so we can send you something you don't already have. J 

6. Acknowledgments. The Postal Service 
Hence, we send a written acknowledgment notifying y, 
you have not received your acknowledgment within te 
order to us, please contact us. When you receive the a11 

reading to make certain we have not misinterpreted yow 

7. Guarantee: All plants are guaranteed to be 
appear to be damaged or in otherwise poor condition, 
replace the rltlromes, but may be unable to do so until tli 

8. International Orders: Due to the comple 
unable at this time to accept orders from foreign count 
we will be glad to recommend some U.S. sources for int, 



49) 30'' E. Pansy pwple. Broad, slightly ruffled, recurved 
yellow signals on large cream-white spray pattern. Semi
silver rim. Yellow-green style arms brushed and tipped pur
of any garden. Vigorous. MSD '53. Large pwple X Old 
....................................................................................... $500 

y, '91) 36" M. Semi-erect white standards and recurved 
signals. Creamy white style arms. Vigorous, forms nice 

own .............................................................................. $20.00 

9) 30'' M-L. Spectrum violet with bright orange crests and 
ground. Black-pwple streak down fall midrib. Vigorous. 
CK GAMECOCK ....................................................... $12.50 

e-violet with turquoise undertone in falls. HM '71. ILA 
s ................................................................................. $500 

'58) 34" M. Red bitone with chrome-yellow signals. Lim-
LORY X ACADIAN ................................................ $10.00 

88) 40" M. Large, slightly ruffled light blue overlaid with 
golden-yellow edged in dam: pwple. Vigorous. Destined to 

f

, IAN WHITE X ILA NUNN ....................................... $12.50 

'52) 30'' M. This rose bitone is in the background ofvirtu
iris. Standards rose-pink with darker midrib; falls rose. 

l

ids held semi-erect with falls recurved. See pg. 13, The 
OF ABBEVILLE X VIOLET RAY ............................. $5.00 

C., '90) 51" E. This very tall iris lacks the heavy ruffling so 
bons, but is a winner in its own right Large, richly-col
~y darker. Bright yellow signals. Vigorous. Multi-budded 
ly RICH X JOHN'S LUCIFER ................................... $15.00 

t R83) 24"-30" M. Full to dam: violet-pwple. Falls veined 
e arms. Frequently branched. PROFESSOR CLAUDE• X 

[ R43) 

0

18"-22" M. DIIIk blue-violet with inconspicuo:::: 
fdards and slightly recurved falls. Very vigorous, quickly r small MSD '56 ......................................................... $5.00 

~ 36'' E-M. Ruffled light yellow with yellow-green crests. 
l,. .................................................................................... $500 

Terms and Conditions of Sales 
Please read carefully and completely before filling out the order form . 

1. Orders postmlllked before August 1, 1992 will be accepted on an unrestricted basis . 
Orders postmlllked August 1, 1992 or later MUST grant permission to substitute rhizomes of 
equal or greater value in the event we are out of stock of an item you have oridered. WE ARE 
UNABLE TO ACCEPT ANY ORDER POSTMARKED AFIER AUGUST 15, 1992. 

2. Payment in full, including shipping and packing fees (and, for Texas residents only, 
sales tax) must accompany the order. Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or telephone orders. 
MINIMUM ORDER IS $20. 

3. Shipping, unless air shipment is specified, is by UPS Ground from the UPS terminal 
in Mesquite, Texas. Standard shipping and packing charges are as follows: 1-2 Ihizomes@ 
$5.00; 3-6 rhizomes@ $6.00; 7-10 rhizomes@ $7.00, 11 or more rhizomes@ $11.00. ON 
ORDERS WITH A SUBTOTAL OF AT LEAST $75.00, PACKING AND SHIPPING IS 
FREE ( except for any air freight fees). 

If you desire quicker delivery than that provided by UPS Ground service, you may specify 
UPS Next Day Air for delivery the next business day following shipment, or UPS Second Day 
Air for delivery the second business day following shipment. For UPS Next Day Air, add $1.00 
per rhizome to standard shipping charge; for UPS Second Day Air, add 50 cents per rhizome to 
standard shipping charges. The extra fee for air shipment applies to all orders, regardless of 
subtotal. 

WE CANNOT SHIP TO A POST OFFICE BOX. Please provide a street address for ship
ping. An area is provided on the order form for this pwpose. If your location is remote and you 
are unable to provide an exact street address, please note a daytime telephone number which we 
may give to the delivery service in case they need to contact you for directions. 

4. Substitutions: For oriders postmarlced before August 1, 1992, we will make substitu
tions only with your permission, and we will substitute with a similar cultivar of equal or 
greater value. Please use the space on the order form to list some cultivars you would like to 
ha"Ye in the event we are unable to fill every item on your order list. Orders postmarked August 
1, 1992 or later MUST grant us permission to substitute in the event that we are out of stock of 
an item or items on your orider list. 

5. Extras are included on all orders which allow us to substitute, unless the "No Extras" 
box is checked on the order form. If you want extras, please send us a long list of suggestions 
so we can send you something you don't already have. 

6. Acknowledgments. The Postal Service does a good job, but nobo~y's perfect. 
Hence, we send a written acknowledgment notifying you that we have received your order. If 
you have not received your acknowledgment within ten days to two weeks after mailing the 
order to us, please contact us. When you receive the acknowledgment, please give it a careful 
reading to make certain we have not misinteipreted your order. 

7. Guarantee: All plants are guaranteed to be healthy and true to name. If rhizomes 
appear to be damaged or in otherwise poor condition, please notify us immediately. We will 
replace the Ihizomes, but may be unable to do so until the following season. 

8. International Orders: Due to the complexities of international shipping, we are 
unable at this time to accept oriders from foreign countries. For those who wish to contact us, 
we will be glad to recommend some U.S. sources for international customers. 
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NOTE: The following information is provided for our patrons who may wish further informa
tion about publications and iris societies. Lone Star Iris Gardens is not a source for the items 
listed below. Contact the individuaUorganization indicated/or each entry. 

IRIS ORGANIZATIONS 
AIS -American Iris Society. Memberships in AIS Sections are open to all AIS members. A 
bulletin is published quarterly. Send SASE to AIS membership Secretary, Marilyn Harlow, P.O. 
Box 8455, San Jose CA 95155. 

SLI - Society far Louisiana Irises. Based in Lafayette, Louisiana, this was the first group to 
grow and promote the Louisiana irises. 1991 mlllked the 50th Anniversary of this organization. 
A quarterly newsletter is offered to members. An annual meeting and show is held in mid-April 
in Lafayette, Louisiana. 

. SLI Membership Rates 
Individual Annual .•................................................................................ $ 7.50 
Individual Triennial .............................................................................. $18.00 
Individual Life ......................................................................... : .......... $125.00 
Family Annual ........................................................................................ $9.00 
Family Triennial .•................................................................................. $22.50 

Send membership information and dues to: Elaine Bourque, 1812 Broussard Road East, 
Lafayette LA 70508-7847 

PUBLICATIONS ABOUT LOUISIANA IRISES 
WUISIANA IRIS CULTIY ARS-1991 Revised edition compiled by Charles Fritchie, Jr. and 
edited by Farron Campbell. A complete checklist of all Louisiana irises. Especially valuable to 
hybridizers and AIS judges. $5.00 including mailing costs. 

GOWEN ANNIVERSARY PUBUCATION of the Society for Louisiana Irises. Compiled and 
edited by Joseph K. Mertzweiller. 1991. 120 pages and 15 full-color plates. Reprints of articles 
and letters to and from Dr. John K. Small and Randolph Bazet on collecting Louisiana irises 
between 1925-1935. Excellent historical material on these native irises. $10,00 including mail
ing costs. 

Send orders for the above books to Elaine Bourque, 1812 Broussard Road East, Lafayette LA 
70508-7847. Make. checks payable to the Society for Louisiana Irises. 

THE WUISIANA IRIS - Edited by Marie Caillet and Joseph K. Mertzweiller. 1988. 240 
pages; 90 color photographs; hard cover. History and culture of the native American irises that 
make up the Louisiana group. $24.95 including mailing. (Texas residents must also include 
state sales tax.) Order from Texas Gardener Press, P.O. Box 9005, Waco, Texas 76714. 
(NOTE: The Second Printing of the book will become available sometime during 1992, at a 
slightly higher price. For details, contact the publisher directly.) 
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We are happy to welcome guests, but please call for a 
not keep regular business hours, so we are unable to 
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times labeled as Belt Line Road) to the 
first traffic signal, at Duck Creek. Turn 
left on Duck Creek, then immediately turn 
right on Robin. Proceed one block to 
Saddleback and turn left. We are on the 
right-hand side of the street at No. 5637. 
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We are happy to welcome guests, but please call for an appointment before visiting us. We do 
not keep regular business hours, so we are unable to accommodate drop-in visitors. Thanks! 
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